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Dean of Arts and Sciences Sigmund Suskind

Planning Documents
Form Coherent Plan

BY BRUCE ALPERT

As the planning documents
from the various divisions of
the Johns Hopkins institutions
near completion, the Provost's
Office and the Central Devel-
opment Office are getting down
to the business of transforming
these individual assessments in-
to a coherent plan for the
1984-1989 capital campaign.
According to Steven Close,

the campaign's director, the
principle task facing those in-
volved in planning for the cam-
paign is striking a balance be-
tween the institutions' top
priorities and the money which
it might expect to raise during
the five years beginning in
September of 1984. He says
that estimates as to how much
might be raised during the cam-
paign would be premature, but
notes that privately offered sug-
gestions range from $300 to
$450 million.

In the next several days the
Provost's Office will be receiv-
ing all of the 12 to 15 planning
documents prepared for the up-
coming campaign. In addition
to documents from the institu-
tions' eight divisions, other
documents, such as for the
library, financial aid, and stu-
dent life will be turned in. A
preliminary assessment of these
reports' findings will be done
by the Joint Trustee Develop-
ment Committee which is made
up of trustee members from
both the University and the
Hospital.
From November 5 to 7, the

Board of Trustees will meet in
a special session to consider the
progress of planning for the
campaign. By that time, says
Assistant Provost Steven Mc-
Clain, his office hopes to
"identify the major needs [of
the institutions] over the next 15
to 20 years." Among the major
needs that McClain said may be
readily identifiable were con-
struction and renovation re-
quirements, as well as other ex-

cont. on p. 7

Dean Suskind Resigns;
Replacement Unknown
BY MITCHELL D. SMITH
AND ANDREW HURLEY

Dean of Arts and Sciences
Sigmund Suskind announced
his resignation Wednesday at
the Academic-Council meeting.
His term as dean will end in
June when he will return to his
former position of professor in
the Department of Biology.

A brief biography of Sig-
mund Suskind appears on page 7.

Suskind, who has been a
dean for 12 years, said that it
was "never my intention to
become a permanant adminis-
trator." At this time, he said,
the school "needs someone to
go the full course" with the
capital campaign, someone
who is willing to remain a dean
for six or seven years. Unwill-
ing to make such a long term
commitment, he chose to resign
now.
Appointment of a new dean

is the responsibility of the presi-
dent. Although University

President Steven Muller has not
announced any candidates for
the position, several members
of the Academic Council have
indicated that they would prefer
someone from within the facul-
ty, rather than an administrator
from outside the university.

Although the choice of a new
dean is up to the president,
Suskind said that the opinions
of the faculty are "very im-
portant."
Suskind says that he believes

that "integrity" is the most im-
portant quality that the new
dean must possess. He says a
dean must have the trust of the
faculty and administration.
Other qualities he recommends
are patience, ability to listen
and make decisions, and "some
reasonable degree of intelli-
gence."

Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences John Gryder says that
the dean should be interested in
equally developing research and
education at the school.
When Suskind announced his

resignation Wednesday, "We
were surprised and disappt-
ed," said Richard Flathmait, a
member of the Academic
Council. Flathman said that be
understood Suskind's reasbhs
for stepping down.

Another council member,
Joseph Sampson, noted that it
is difficult to re-enter the
research world after a long
absence. He said that if Suskind
remained in administration for
another seven years, he might
not be able to catch up to ad-
vances in biological research.

Because of his hiatus from
biology, Suskind said that he
will be "more of a student than
a professor" for a while.

Suskind believes his tenure as
dean has been successful.
"With all the problems," he
said, "there has been a personal
satisfaction, and I think I gave
it the best effort I could. It'll be
a little sad to leave, but I think
it's time. The cause of the
School of Arts and Sciences has
been advanced a bit."

Student Council Requests More
Money For Student Activities

BY ETHAN RARICK

Citing increased involvement
in student activities, the Student
Council Wednesday night re-
quested that the administration

Sachs Supports
Insanity Defense
BY MARIANNE PERRELLA

The controversy over the in-
sanity defense is really "much
ado about not very much," said
Maryland's attorney general
Wednesday.
Steve Sachs told an audience

of some 40 persons in the Gar-
rett Room that the insanity
defense is offered by way of
defense in an "infinitesmal
number of cases-1 percent or
under.
Sachs defended the insanity

,lefense because "there are peo-
ple who are so sick as not to be
reachable by deterrents or pun-
ishment." He said that the
substantial capacity defense is
necessary for people who are
"1000 percent crazy" or "utter-
ly delusional." This defense
states that the criminal is not
responsible if, at the time of the
act, as a result of mental disease

or defect, he lacks substantial
capactiy to appreciate the crim-
inality of his act or to conform
his conduct to the law. •
The whole defense system

asumes rationality' and culpa-
bility, Sachs said. For this
reason it is useless to punish
someone who is delusional or
irrational and cannot ap-
preciate why his act is criminal.
"We don't punish madmen, we
treat madmen," Sachs told the
audience.

Sachs opposes the proposed
"guilty but insane" appeal,
because this "distorts the pro-
cesses." If a criminal is insane,
Sachs said, then he is not guilty.
The Hinckley trial controver-

sy, Sachs said, was fanned by
politicians "who love to fan
fires like that." He said the
public is resentful of Hinckley's
acquittal because it did not

cont. on p. 7

allocate another $5000 to stu-
dent activities for the 1983-84
academic year.

Although budget hearings
for SAC groups have been
completed, neither the amount
allocated to each group nor the
total given to the SAC by the
administration has been an-
nounced. One member of the
SAC Executive Board, how-
ever, told the News-Letter that
the total SAC budget is between
$112,000 and $114,000. It has
been announced that the ad-
ministration gave the SAC a
seven percent increase over last
year's budget.

In the resolution passed

Wednesday night, the council
said this seven percent increase
"insufficiently covers the
monetary needs of the campus
organizations for the upcoming
year."
Junior Class President Mike

Kun proposed the resolution,
which passed 16-0-1, with
Sophomore Class Represen-
tative Tim Gilbreath abstaining.
"We only want to be able to

insure," Kun said, "that stu-
dent activities continue to play
a large role on campus... From
my conversations with [SAC
Chariman] Harry [Davis]. I
think $5000 will cover the
essential things that were cut
out of the budget in an attempt
to stay within the boundaries of
the budget."

Director of Student Activities
Mary Ellen Porter, who was at
the meeting, said that she felt
the Student Coucnil was open-
ing itself up to charges of
mismanagement. She said
members of the administration
would wonder why student
groups needed more money
when they run concerts that
lose money, an obvious
reference to the Clarence
Clemons concert last fall.
"Throughout the universi-

ty," Porter said, "budgets are
very tight. Other budgets have

cont. on p. 2Mike Kun wants more money.
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Student Council Asks For More Acdvides Funds
cont. from p. 1 and the Student Council will the SAC has to cut back on th( campus," Senior Class cil secretary Tracy Maginity

been cut more than you all have the opportunity to amend classes, there is obviously a pro- Representative Jim Pearlman said, "and it would be hypo-
have." the budget. blem with the amount we're said, "and we pay a lot of critical for us to go now and

After the meeting, Porter Kun said he had been accused [student activities in general] money to go here. If we are go- just say 'yes, Dean Krueger,'
said she believes there is no by a "certain administrator" of being allocated," Kun said. ing to pay $900 more next year, and 'yes, Dr. Longaker.' "
chance the SAC will get an ad- being "selfish for pursuing this I think at least some of that As a follow-up to the resolu-
ditional $5000 because univer- issue because the classes have Kun said he had also been money should go to us. We tion, Kun asked all council
sity budgets have been finalized, been cut back." He noted, told by administrators that it have every right to ask for more members to send letters sup-

Although details of the SAC however, that classes sponsor was "out of line" to ask for money because we pay so much porting the resolution to a
budget have not yet been releas- the best attended events, and more money. This caused a to go here." variety of administrators, stu-
ed, Davis did say at the meeting that among them they encom- strong reaction from the dent leaders and the News-
that each clas budget had been pass every undergraduate. council "We've all been to dinners Letter. It appeared that all
cut by $250. This figure is not "We are the undergraduates, with the deans where they ask council members, with the ex-
yet final because both the SAC "If it reaches the point where the People who make up this for more student input," coun- cept ion of Gilbreath, would do

Administration Changes Interpretation
Gilbreath said he thinks the

Explaining his abstention,
so.

seven percent increase in the

Of Its Spring Fair Rock Music Policy given that inflation is lower
total SAC budget is reasonable,

BY ETHAN RARICK Using a rather strict "rhythm-and-blues," not rock. That is due, according to than it was last year. He also
lion of rock, Colombo decided Al:cording to Colombo, Colombo, to problems which said he doesn't "know that the

Allhough the administration to let a hand called Jr. Cline however, a hand playing the arose last year when Jr. Cline classes are directly represen-
is maintaining that there has and the Recliners play at last same kind of music as Jr. Cline played. Colombo said lame tative of the students in gen-
!leen no change in the Spring year's Fair. Officially, they would not be allowed to play numbers of people- came onto eral."
•'air's rock music policy, it has were classified as playing under this year's policy, the campus just to listen to Jr. The resolution itself cited
)ecome clear that there has Cline, and were not otherwise four reasons why the SAC
leen a change in the i n t erpret a- "participating in the Fair." deserves an additional $5000:
ion of that policy. This, in turn, created tremen- Student groups face increas-
Last year, the policy was.t that dous traffic problems. Colom- ing costs.

here would be no rock music bo noted that it took 11/2 hours The number, variety, and in-
juring the day. -Fhe definition to clear out traffic following Jr. volvement in student activities
of rock, howewr, was left to Cline:shaufgamance. has increased tremendously
the discretion of the Fair Co- Solitar believes, however, over the past several years.
Chairmen and Assistant Dean that it is "a little naive" to DP- The budget cuts will have a
of Students (then Director of blame those traffic problems deleterious effect upon the
student Activities) Chris solely on Jr. Cline. While number and quality of student
.olombo. j. acknowledging that there were events and, resultingly, on stu-
"It kind of came down to a such problems, Solitar noted dent life in general.
ompromise situation," said that the weather cleared up in The SAC Executive Board
truce Solitar, who was Co- the afternoon, just as I r Cline had to cut not only activities
Chairman of Music last year
and is again this year. "It was
a gi‘e-and-take thing." ('hris Colombo

began to play. In his view, this, which it did not deem necessary,
more than Jr. Cline itself, may but also some which it did see

cont. on p. 8 as necessary.

Student Activities and The Union Board Present

SPRINGTIME CELEBRATION
"WARM UP FOR THE F*A*I*R"

on Levering Patio

Friday, April 15 12 noon to 2 pm
ENTERTAINMENT

Come have your caricature drawn by Annapolis Artist John Ebersberger

Juggling Magician Andy Lees of the American Cafe

This is the First in a series of Springtime Celebrations to be held at noon on The

Levering Patio. Sponsored by Student Activities and The Union Board.
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McCarthy Critical
Of Governmental
Moralistic Reform

Eugene Mil:arthy

1Pass/Fail Creates ProblemsBY ALAN KARRAS

Perhaps the most widely
used academic alternative at
Hopkins is the Pass/Fail op-
tion. More than 1000 students
take at least one course per
semester using this grading
system.

Originally instituted to per-
mit students to take courses
outside of their major without
having to worry about a
grade, the option has come to
be interpreted differently by
students. According to Assis-
tant Dean for Academic
Studies Martha Roseman,
"students now feel that 'if I
don't do well, I'll ,take it
pass/fail; if I do well, I'll take
it for a grade.' " Although
representing a change in
philosophy, Roseman does
not feel that the alternative
grading system has been
abused.

The worst problem occurs
when students attempt to
change their pass/fail deci-
sions beyond the last date to

do so or even after the
semester's grades have been
recorded. "Students that
don't do well come to me and
beg or even have a faculty
member recommend that
grades be changed to
pass/fail," said Roseman. No
changes are ever made.

Another problem comes
when a student is not doing

Undergraduates taking grad-
uate-level courses (all graded
pass/fail) must be given a let-
ter grade, creating inconsisten-
cy within a course. Most
faculty, however, cooperate
with the rule although it occa-
sionally does cause problems.
One way of solving the pro-

blem and at the same time en-
couraging seniors to continue

Perspectives On
Academic Alternatives
well in a course. The Office of
Advising and Counseling
must help the student decide
whether to drop the course or
to continue to take it as a
pass/fail ...twice. "Isn't it bet-
ter to keep a course—even
pass/fail—than to drop it?"
asked Roseman. "We have to
address that question."
A third and much smaller

problem involves consistency.

taking courses beyond the re-
quired 120 credits is to allow
all courses over and above
graduation minimums to be
taken as pass/fail electives. It
allows students to "get their
money's worth out of their
education. A lot of kids take
us up on that offer," com-
mented Roseman, "and the
average grade is still better
than a C."

 •insi=mmiummiNik

BY TERRI GLUBIN

"Politics and the Economy"
was the subject of Senator
Eugene McCarthy's speech at
the fifteenth annual John F.
Kennedy Memorial Lecture on
Wednesday.
McCarthy, who retired from

the Senate in 1970 after serving
more than 10 years, represented
Minnesota's Fourth Democra-
tic District. He sat on various
committees, including Agri-
culture and Ways and Means.
Since 1970, McCarthy has de-
voted his time primarily to
writing and public speaking. He
is most often noted for his can-
dor and special brand of
liberalism.

In his lecture, McCarthy con-
centrated his discussion on
what we as Americans have
hastily accepted from policy-
makers over the last two
decades. He attributed "most
of our problems" to "ig-
norance and stupidity."
The senator began by cau-

tioning against "moralistic
reform." He criticized those
who believe that all of our
political and economic pro-
blems stem from a "lack of
moral stability" in America.
The fundamentalists, he assert-
ed, attribute all of our problems
to the absence of prayer in our
public schools.
McCarthy cited several other

examples of this '*hyper-moral-
ism" in our society, including
the continued efforts to reform
both presidential and congres-
sional elections financing
policies and the proposed aboli-
tion of seniority rights in
Congress.
We cannot, he asserted, real-

istically "purify the political
process and get the bad people
out," thereby instantly eliminat-
ing corruption and inefficiency.

McCarthy went on to chas-
tize Americans for accepting
the alleged benefits of indexing
policies, and for supporting the
nuclear arms build-up over the
past two decades. Concerning
indexing, he claimed to be ex-
tremely suspicious of "anything
that can be put on a graph...in-
dexing is supposed to be ra-
tional ...but it makes for less
responsible government." The
implication was that govern-
ment becomes "automatic,"
and McCarthy feels that such
policies are enveloped in
rhetoric.
The nuclear arms ,build-up,

according to the senator, was
never based on sound theory.
We have continually accepted
too much as given. Citing the
theory of strategic superiority,
McCarthy said, "Nobody
knows what that is. . . but we're
led to believe that somebody
does."

McCarthy had little praise
cont. on p. 13

Condo Conversions
Cause Controversy

BY SHERYL JASSEN

The Student Council Hous-
ing Committee is trying to help
students learn how to deal with

Robeson, Jr., Describes U.S. Government
Campaign Restricting Rights Of His Father

BY DEBBY LIMMER

"Paul Robeson challenged
the cultural foundations of
racism in the United States.
[Therefore] the American estab-
lishment and media tried to
make [him] a non-person."
These were the words of Paul
Robeson, Jr., in his lecture
Monday night in Shriver Hall.
Robeson, Jr., outlined his

father's life from his college
career at Rutgers University to
his death in 1976. Robeson was
the valedictorian of the class of
1919 and a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. He received 13 varsity
letters in football, basketball,
baseball and track. He paid for
his education at Columbia Law
School with money he earned
playing professional football
and singing.

After law school, Robeson
became a clerk for a corporate
law firm, but gave it up when
he realized that as a black

lawyer he could not advance in
his profession. He became an
actor and concert singer, and
traveled throughout Europe.
He learned approximately 20
languages, and studied African
influences on Western culture.
Throughout his life, Robeson

supported labor unions in their
disputes with management.
"To this day in the mining
towns of Wales, his name is
revered," said his son. He also
helped Jewish refugees from
the Nazis.
On his way to Russia during

his first European tour, Robe-
son was obliged to stop in the
train station in Nazi Berlin. He
was almost lynched by storm-
troopers, and managed to
escape only because his train
departed. Of Russia, Robeson
said "Here for the first time I
walked in full human dignity.
You can't imagine what that
means to me as a Negro."
Robeson returned to the

Paul Robeson, Jr.

United States and served in the
USO. He also sang broadcasts
for Russian soldiers in World
War II. He became well-known
as a concert singer and as an ac-
tor, and knew Shakespeare's
Othello in four languages. He
also appeared in a number of
films. According to his son,
however, he left the film in-
dustry because it refused to
allow blacks to be shown in

positions of power.
He appeared at voter regis-

tration meetings in Southern
black churches, and supported
strikes by auto workers, miners,
longshoremen and Panama
Canal Zone workers. He went
to Europe and spoke at the first
World Peace Conference, where
he called on American blacks
not to support the Cold War

cont. on p. 7

all aspects of living off campus.
Just recently, a booklet,
"Apartment For Rent,"was circ-
culated to all Hopkins fresh-
men and many upperclassmen,
providing guidance and advice. -
Mike Kun, the Housing

Committee chairman, is
hopeful that this booklet will
help to alle‘iate some problems
students face when looking for
housing. "The main problem is
that students usually have no
experience in dealing with
landlords, and are thus, to
some extent, susceptible to cer-
tain activities," he explained.
He said that students don't
know what to look for in a
landlord, or expect from a
landlord, or what a landlord ex-
pects from his tenant. The
booklet pro' ides "helpful
hints" for prospective tenants.
"There are certain stipulations
placed on [students] which
shouldn't be there," Kun said.

Several years ago, there was
a council study done on the
relative rates of rents in the
Charles Village area as com-
pared with the area just outside
on the periphery. According to
Kun, it's fairly difficult to com-
pare rents because of the vary-
ing sizes and facilities provided
in each dwelling.

Karen Hubble, a landlord in
this area, feels that Charles

cont. on p. 8
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Opportunity To Restructure
Homewood Deans' Office

Springtime shuffles in the Homewood
deans' office are beginning to be a tradition
at Johns Hobkins. The announcement of the
resignation of Sigmund Suskind, the Dean
of Arts and Sciences, offers an opportunity
to raise questions concerning Suskind's
replacement and the organization of the
deans' administrative structure.
The immediate problem is the selection of

a successor to Suskind. The importance of
the dean of Arts and Sciences to the
academic life of most Hopkins students
necessitates that undergraduate concerns are
considered in the deliberations to pick the
new dean. Preferably, the new dean should
be young, innovative and enthusiastic about
reforming undergraduate education. The
undergraduate curriculum is likely to under-
go revisions during the next few years and
the Dean of Arts and Sciences must play a
critical role. Not only should the new dean
he receptive to student input, but he must
also have a clear vision of the necessary
direction that undergraduate education must
take. Finally, the new dean must demon-
strate sensitivity to the humanities and social
sciences, areas that are destined for trouble
during the upcoming years. Because the

Homewood deans' office is primarily stack-
ed with personnel from scientific and
technological backgrounds, an appointment
of a non-science person would produce a
more equitable balance.

In addition to finding a suitable candidate
for the vacant position, Suskind's departure
provides an excellent opportunity to re-
evaluate the structure of the Homewood
deans' office. Last year's reorganization has
since proved to be problematic. The lack of
one central leader has produced confusion.
The present structure is administratively
unique because the top of the hierarchy is
shared by two deans. Overlapping jurisdic-
tions and the lack of ultimate authority has
produced confusion and complaint from
faculty and students. Perhaps the best solu-
tion would be to augment the role of the Dean of
Arts and Sciences, placing him at the top of
of the deans' hierarchy. This would make
it easier for students to transmit complaints
and reach solutions to problems with the
administration. If such a change were to
take place, it is sensible to implement it when
the position of the Dean of Arts and Sciences
is filled.

Watt Good Is A Spring Fair
Without Any Rock Music

Interior Secretary James Watt tried to ban
rock music from this year's Fourth of July
celebration on the Washington D.C. mall in
order to dissuade drinking, drug-taking
youths from attending. Closer to home, the
Office of Student Activities and Spring Fair
Committee have successfully eliminated all
rock music from Spring Fair during the
daytime for similar reasons. While we expect
this type of response from James Watt,
Hopkins students should not tolerate such
nonsense from Mary Ellen Porter and the
Spring Fair chairmen.

The controversy over rock music at Spring
Fair erupted last year when faculty com-
plaints about noise and several violent in-
cidents prompted the administration to for-
bid the playing of rock music at Spring Fair
during the daytime. Last year, the policy was
interpreted liberally. One of the four daytime
bands, Jr. Cline and the Recliners, perform-
ed rhythm and blues/rock and roll music.
Although the regulations remain unchang-
ed from last year, the Office of Student Ac-
tivities has decided to interpret the policy
more strictly this year. The Spring Fair com-
mittee failed to oppose this change. In light
of faculty complaints and prior violence,
some moderation in the 1982 Fair may have
been warranted. In light of the fact that last
year's fair ran smoothly, a further reduction
in the amount of rock music in 1983 is
absurd.
The Student Activities Office claims that

a band equivalent to Jr. Cline and the
Recliners would not permitted to play at this
year's fair because of problems that occur-
red during their performance last year. Assis-
tant Dean of Students Chris Colombo claim-
ed that the rock band attracted undesirable
people to the Hopkins campus. These
"undesirables," however, caused no trou-
ble at last year's fair. Furthermore, the
moderate amount of rock music played, pro-
duced no complaints from faculty members.
Most of the deans agreed that last year's fair
ran very smoothly.
Another complaint lodged by the Office

of Student Activities is that the huge crowds
that the band attracted produced traffic pro-
blems. Traffic congestion is a solvable pro-
blem; it is not inherently linked with rock
music. Furthermore, some students involv-
ed with last year's fair have asserted that the
huge crowds that accumulated Sunday after-
noon were the result of improving weather
conditions, not the rock band.
The organizers of last year's Spring Fair

sensibly toned down the amount of rock
music. They were under the impression that
if things ran smoothly, this year's fair would
contain more rock music, perhaps two
bands. Things went smoothly. This year there
will be no daytime rock music. The result of
strict interpretation of the administration's

rock ban is to make the fair less enjoyable

to Hopkins students. Rock music, in

moderation, would not create the problems

associated with Spring Fair in the past.

Fair Rock Ban Discriminates Against Students

To the Editor:

What is this nonsense? Hop-
kins students are being barred
from participating in the Spring
Fair! Rose Colored Hugh and
Scooter Elite, two g-..eat Hop-
kins bands, as well as a host of
other student groups, can't play
anywhere or at anytime at the
1983 (or is it 1984 a la George
Orwell) Spring Fair because
they happen to play rock
music!
How grossly unfair! .If this

Fair is not for students, then
who is it for? How can some
vague notion of security justify
destroying the essence of the
fair, i.e. student involvement?
This is especially difficult to
understand considering the
stepped-up security measures
already in effect which include
a two-thirds restriction in the
music, security posted at the
music stage, long breaks in be-
tween acts, a student security
force, extremely restricted ad-
mission to indoor events, and
this year's beer within one dou-
ble fenced area routine. "3400
in a Cage" would be a more apt
name for this farce.
Rock music may have the po-

tential to breed violence, but so
does ot'1,:..r music, even classical
(eg. Clockwork Orange, Opera);
as well as aicohol consump-
tion, large gatherings of people,

sports events, business transac-
tions, and certainly repressive
policies. Music, in general, and
Rock Music in particular is an
important part of American
culture and it can be apprecia-
ted safely with a little common
sense, something this Universi-
ty has lost. The bottom line is
that students who pay thou-
sands of dollars to attend this
institution can't even par-
ticipate in a primary social
activity.
We have fond memories of

our undergraduate days at the
Johns Hopkins University, in-
cluding our past participation
in Spring Fair, but we are ab-
solutely outraged by these in-
creasingly repressive policies
which discriminate against
students. If there is no place for
these students at the Spring
Fair, then maybe there
shouldn't be room for Hopkins
in our check books. It may be
time to rip up those donation
cards and to encourage pro-
spective students to look
elsewhere for a University
that's at least minimally con-
cerned with students' needs and
nterests.
Thanks for the memories.

Three enraged alumni,
David Fishkin '76

Joe Levine '82
Tom O'Toole '82

Freed Expresses Thanks To Voters In Election

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my
thinks to everyone who sup-
ported me in the Student Coun-
cil elections.

I want to work both with and
for all the students --not just
the politically active, and the
fact that many "apolitical"
students turned out to vote is
gratifying.

I am looking forward to May

1, when I take office and can
begin my active representation
of student interests. In the
meantime I encourage students
to contact me with their con-
cerns. I can be reached at
539-4564 or through Box 279.
All input will be greatly appre-
ciated and seriously considered.

Sincerely,
Maureen Freed
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Go To .111U For
Pre-Unemployment
BY STEVEN EISENBERG

According to recent eovern-
men( statistics, 10 percent of
the work force is unemployed.

This May when the Class of
1983 leaves Hopkins, 50 grad-
uates will he without jobs. That
is, if the unemployment rate
among graduating seniors is
also 10 percent Fortunatek , it
isn't. It's more like 5. percent.
So if 500 seniors graduate, onl\
20 to 25 will he jobless.
And in this small group,

some will ask, "Hey, I paid
S40,000 to go to this place, wh \
can't I get a job?" rhey assume
that comine. to Hopkins guaran-
tees employment once they
graduate. So what they do is
have a good time, if that's
possible, and decide upon a ma-
jor a few weeks before com-
mencement. And when they
send out their cm er let ters and
resumes in early line, tlie\
write, — I went 10 101111s Hop-
kins. Please hire me. I'm just as
smart as all ,my ho are
going to Hai \ ard \ led Or
N.Y.U. Law." The rciection
letters come hack in a few
weeks, and 1 he letters begging
lor emploN mein are sent out to
places \\ here the\ ha\ e worked
the last three summers stuffing
en' elopes and answering the
Ph one.

Others in the group of 25 will
actively seek employment and
find no openings. [hey go to
t he Placement Office for ad \ ice
and also 10 sian up for inter-
\ iews. BU1 the ad \ ice is mostly
reser\ ed for ',Indents interested
in engineering, computers and
hank i lig. And the ad \ ice t he
ustiall like is to arrange inter-
mews with engineering, com-

puter and banking firms. But
h\ this time, it is too late to
appi to graduate schools like
some of their I riends ha' e done
to a\ oid unempbyment. or to
simply put it off for a few more
years. All they can do is to talk
to their friends at other schools
where the placement offices
distribute mer 70 resumes to
companies in I he field which
the student wants to enter. At
t his point they wonder if Hop-
kins was the right school for
I hem. Hie thought, "Don't go

to Hopkins if \ ou don't know
what vou want to do," Hashes
through their heads.
And still others in the group

will be those who appIN to a dif-
ferent tN pe of graduate school,
the pre-professional school.
Some came to Hopkins think -
ing they are virtually assured a
slot in a medical school class.
There are a few obstacles

though: the GPA. the MCATs
and the other students inter-
ested in the same slots. If the
GPA isn't good enough for
medical school, there's dental
school and if it's too low for
dental school, there's always
law school or business school,
where they can join se\ eral
students who had no idea what

they wanted to do and onI
wanted to avoid unemployment,
which is also a popular option
among those rejected from pre-
professional school. Sometimes
they try again and keep in touch
with their friends who made it
and now only have to worry
about getting jobs once they get
out.
And chances are there will he

one in the group who will he
without a job the longest, will
decide to write a noel, will
receive many rejection slips,
and eventually has it published
and becomes a hest -selling
ant hor.
Times are tough, hut people

usually find a way to make
some money.
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Good To The Last Drop At Hopkins
BY LOREN RATNER

Upon moving into my own
apartment, I quickly became ac-
climated to an independent
lifestyle—including dietary
planning skills. 1 realized that
only a few beverages are worth
purchasing, preparing and
drinking: V-8, vodka and
tonics, water and coffee. (I end-
ed my beer-drinking phase
upon reaching 21 years.) And
since coffee is drunk for the
better part of the day (and
night), it is this beverage to
which I'll devote myself here.
Although I've long been a

coffee-drinker (weaned on
coffee-milk during kindergar-
ten days by my patient and per-
sistent father, to whom this
piece is dedicated), my con-
sumption habits became fixed
during my early days at college,
like so many others. During the
first semester of freshman year
there are two basic types of cof-
fee drinkers. The first group in-
cludes those who rarely drank
it before, but begin to preceding
the first major exams. These
consumers often cannot discern
levels of quality; to them it all
tastes like brackish swamp
water. Thus, massive amounts
of cream and sugar are added
to render the coffee palatable.
(Wouldn't it be easier to pop a
few No-Doz or some speed?)
Members of the second group
are already confirmed guzzlers
who are sent on a quest for the
best, cheapest, or most avail-
able coffee on campus. At
Hopkins there are only a few
"coffee-ing holes," mostly dic-
tated by location and time of
day.
The daytime Gilman Coffee

Shop probably leads in quanti-
ty; have you ever noticed, the
filters lined up already filled
with ground coffee waiting to
be brewed during mid-morning
coffee rush? A truly awesome
sight. The coffee here is ade-
quate. Also, the adulterator is
derived from an animal that ac-
tually once said, "Moo," so

this passes. (Have you ever
wondered about what "non-
dairy" creamer actually is?) But
best of all about the GCS is the
servers. Yes, the wait in line is
occasionally agonizing, but
most coffee shuttlers here re-
cognize those in need of their
morning fix. Upon blithering
"GrribdgIburg," your "White
Cap" has already started to
pour.
The nighttime coffee shops

occupy an entirely different
niche. These club-operated
enterprises are a godsend for
those in need of coffee while
studying on campus at night. In
addition, there's often plenty of

material to read about all sorts
of political topics. The problemi
here is one of' quality control.
Prices seem to be ever-changing,
and sugar and milk are often
absent.
Sunday afternoons are pro-

bably the most-needed, but also
the dryest times on campus for
coffee. Busy cramming in the
library, the oply options are the
Snack Bar (which we won't
even think about) and the cof-
fee machine on Q-level. I used
to despise machine coffee until
a compatriot in coffeeology
clued me in to his secret. He
claims that drinking machine
coffee all depends on your at-

titude and expectations. If you
expect it to be good to the last
drop, you'll be rudely disap-
pointed. Instead, don't even
consider the beverage dispens-
ed from the many-buttoned
machine as coffee. Just call it
"coffee-drink," in the same
way that orange drink is
analogous to orange juice. Of
course coffee-drink must con-
tain minimum of 10 percent ge-
nuine coffee. A refreshment
containing less than 10 percent
constitutes "coffee-ade." Fin-
ally, "bionic coffee— is 100 per-
cent synthesized by man, and
nothing in it has ever lived, in-
cluding sugar and milk.

There's little to say about
Levering cafeteria coffee except
that it's there and passes the
sipping test. The best thing
about coffee here is the packag-
ing. The medium and large sizes
are quite convenient. Somehow
it's more tactful to arrive at a
seminar with one large-sized
cup rather than several smaller-
sized versions lined up on the
desk like so much artillery.
While two or three 8-ounce
cups look like a direct challenge
to the professor to lecture as
dryly as possible, one 16-ounce
size is perfectly acceptable.

Finally, there are many areas
for personal experience with
coffee, many quite innovative.
A group of three friends used
to concoct their own version of
kahlua using grain alchohol,
very strong coffee, sugar and
vanilla. Thus armed, they
would attend Friday morning
classes happily (and end up
having bizarre debates with the
professor which seemed to
make little sense to anyone else
in the room). To me, Reading
Week is defined by sunbathing,
trashy novels and large jars fill-
ed with the strongest (occa-
sionally spiked) iced coffee. So
just use your imagination, and
the possibilities are infinite.
And remember, the effects of
coffee-abuse are often a lot
milder than those of overin-
dulgence of other substances
for veteran indulgers.
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Spring Is Ignorant About Facts Of Freeze

To the Editor:

was very surprised by Pro-
fessor David Spring's letter
concerning the nuclear freeze
which was published in the News-
Lei ler of March 11. Referring to
Professor David's lecture on
the freeze, he says that two
main points of this lecture were
"illogical." The first of these
points is Professor David's
stipulation that the freeze, by
freezing nuclear offensive
capabilities but not defensive
measures, would undermine
our deterrence. Professor
Spring sees this as "illogical"
because "surely [the freezel
would strengthen deterrence on
two grounds." From this state-
ment, it is quite evident that
Professor Spring is totally ig-
norant as to what deterrence is
really all about. Deterrence,
which has been the United
States policy with regard to
nuclear weapons for many
years now, is based upon sur-
vivable second-sirike nuclear
forces. In order for both super-
powers to feel secure in the age
of nuclear weapons, each side
must feel that it would still have
the capability to cause unaccep-
table damage to its adversary
even after it has been hit with
a first strike. This is known as
"mutually-assumed destruc-
tion," and while it is a rather
horrible-sounding name, it has
proven to be effective in deter-
ring the use of nuclear weapons
(so far!). In order to do this,
each side must maintain nuclear
warheads which they know will
not all be destroyed in the event
hat the other side should

• alb.

decide to strike first. As long as
these "survivable second-strike
forces" are maintained, both
sides will realize that if they
were to strike first, they would
certainly bring unacceptable
damage upon themselves. Hence,
neither side will strike, and
deterrence has succeeded.
How does the freeze under-

mine this deterrence? By allow-
ing each side to develop defen-
sive weapons, such as anti-
ballistic missiles, lasers capable
of destroying warheads in
flight, etc., the freeze could
possibly enable one (or both)
nations to achieve total in-
vulnerability from the adver-
sary's missiles. Once this has
occured, deterrence will be ob-
solete, because there will be no
threat to prevent a first strike.
The nation that struck first
could annihilate its opponent
and defend itself with the de-
fensive weapons that it had
developed. There would be no-
thing to deter them.

Evidently Professor Spring i
ignorant of these rather impor-
tant facts. This brings us to his
next point. He says of Pro-
fessor David's lecture: "The
implication is that only experts
have the right to speak on
nuclear defense." Of course, in
a democracy with guaranteed
freedom of speech such as ours,
_everyone has the right to speak
on any subject s/he wishes. But
of course, everyone also has the
right to ignore those who ob-
viously do not know the first
thing about what they are
speaking.

.1. Andrew Patrick

Draft Registration Should Have Bearing On Financial Aid Awards

To the Editor:

This letter addresses the issue
of connecting the draft registra-
tion with financial aid, the
Solomon Amendment. There
are many reasons that the draft
registration should have a bear-
ing on financial aid awards.

First, not registering for the
draft is contrary to the existing
laws concerning registration.
Thus, not registering for the
draft is a criminal offense,
although a mild one. People
who do not register are there-
fore criminals in the eyes of the
law, regardless of the degree.
Criminals are in no way entitled
to any aid, in any form. You
shouldn't gain from the system

Through Barnstormers, Undergraduates Have Access To Theater

To the Editor:

Last week's letter regarding
theater at Hopkins illustrated
the lack of understanding of the
subject. While I couldn't agree
more that students deserve
more access to facilities, I
would like to clear up some
misconceptions.

First of all, while the Univer-
sity owns the Barn, the theater
inside, including all equipment,
seating, etc. was constructed by
Theatre Hopkins. Although
Theatre Hopkins does not
usually include students in its
productions, students do have
access to the facilities through
the Barnstormers.
The Barnstormers were

founded in 1919 to provide an
outlet for students interested in
dramatic activities. Today, the
Barnstormers serve the same
purpose. Theater facilities and
resources are very limited at
Hopkins. The administration
grants access to these facilities
only if an organized group
demonstrated responsibility in
handling them. Thus, the Barn-
stormers collectively organize
students to efficiently allocate
these limited resources. Also by
continually demonstrating that
students can responsibly handle
the equipment the Barnstormers
have gradually increased our

access.
Finally, the Barnstormers

collectively organize student
talent. We present two shows a
year in the Barn and a musical
in Shriver. Also, we are open to
proposals for any reasonable
student productions, including
original material. We will fund
and provide technical assistance
for these productions and allow

the student director to have full

artistic control.

Theater does exist at Hop-
kins. To get involved, try out
for our shows or submit a pro-
posal. It works much better
than complaining.

Sincerely,
Ron Peppe

President JHU Barnstormers

Hopkins Basketball Without Valvano

To the Editor:

W
—Jim Valvano has coached

his miraculous N.C. State var-
sity basketball team to the
NCAA Division 1 champion-
ship;
—In 1969-70, his only yea,

coaching at Hopkins, Valvano
led the Blue .lays to the MAC
tourney and their first winning
season in 23 years;
—The Hopkins basketball

program has struggled ever
since;
—Valvano must be looking

elsewhere since his three most
valuable players are all grad-
uating this spring;
—And JHU desperately

needs a champion in a sport
that non-Marylanders can
understand;

I hereby propose that we at
Johns Hopkins devote next

year's undergraduate tuition
hike entirely to a worthy cause;
bring Valvano hack as varsity
basketball coach.
The tuition hike will net a

grand total of about $2 million.
Of this, $1 million should cover
Valvano's salary for the next
four years, enough time to
bring aa-NCAA Division III
crown to .JHU. The rest will go
revamping the gym, recruiting
violations and scholarship
abuses, just like they have at
real colleges.

Think of what we can offer

Valvano in return for a mere
championship; a cool million

.dollars and an extremely sound
recruiting base. After all, for all
we know, local high school

standout Reggie Williams is a
pre-med at heart.

while disobeying its rules. Peo-
ple who claim this is unfair
or discriminatory have been
spoiled by America's degree of
freedom.

This country is a democracy,
true, but that does not entitle
citizens to complete freedom.
Just because you have the right
to vote for out leaders, this does
not give you the right to pick
which of his laws to obey and
which not to. Too much freedom
has spoiled some Americans
like little kids who get so much
candy that they throw temper
tantrums when they don't like
the color they get.

As to fairness, life isn't fair,
cops cannot punish all speeders,
they stop only a few, that's not
fair either. The draft registra-
tion bill is one way to punish
registration evaders, and al-
though it will not catch all of
them, it can catch a few, and
thus is just as good as any other
criminal-catching method.
Therefore from a legal point of
view, this bill is a bill that will
help catch evaders and is thus
laudatory.

Second, from a moral point
of view, this policy should not
be repealed. If the draft is
resumed, for any reason, the
registration lists are essential.
By not registering for the draft,
these students are declaring that
they Are not willing to defend
their country against hostile in-
vaders. Any citizen of any

country is expected to defend

that country; it is a responsibili-

ty associated with the privilege
of residing in that country.
Those who are not willing to
defend the country in times of
trouble have no right to expect
aid themselves in times of peace.

According to law, those who
do not defend the country when
called on to do so are traitors.
Traitors who evaded the draft
in the Vietnam War were jailed
if caught. Can those who ex-
press a desire to commit the
same type of treason not be
punished as well? The punish-
ment accorded to non-registrants,
the cut-off of financial aid, is
a mere slap on the wrist when
viewed in light of their crime.
To receive the benefits of
citizenship, some rights must be
sacrificed for the good of all.
To those who say that their
beliefs do not permit them to go
to war, I say, stop being selfish.
Do anybody's beliefs forbid
helping others? There are many
areas available in the armed
forces not involving violence:
communications, the medical
corps and civilian defense, to
name only a few.

Life is not tailor-made to
your desires, you must give in
order to receive. If you don't
believe in sacrifice for your
country, you don't belong here.
This country cannot afford to
keep giving unless its citizens
give as well. This country can-
not stay strong unless it is sup-
ported by its citizens.

Help American stay strong and
free,

Jonathan Tamir

Praise For SAC Seal Procedure

I o the Editor:

Kudos to Mr. Hurley. The
editorial, "Sa‘e the sAC
Seals" was most commendable
in spirit. 1 cannot help but echo
your praise for a list which con-
tains more than a clique. I
would like to add to the ideas
printed the point that the list
represents hulk iduals who ha' e
contributed significantl to
undergraduate act is ities. This
does not mean that anyone not
on the list has not given ev

cellent service. the seal giving
process is still one which
rewards achioement, whet her
OF not it rewards all achie% e-
mem. Thus I would like to echo
the applause gi‘ en the SAC Ex-
ectiti% e Board, as one whose
moil% es cannot be questioned
in the glaring light of the self-
interest of one who is on the list
as s icious detractors have ac-
cused of Mr. Hurley.

Sincerely,
Jon Reiser

Sincerel •
Dale W. like
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Planning Documents Used
To Direct Capital Campaign

cont, from p. I
penditures which may have a
large impact on determining the
total need of each division of
the institutions.

While determining these gen-
eral needs, planners will also
assess prospects for contribu-
tion totals. Among the factors
Close says will be considered in
assessing expected revenues are
contributions received over the
last five years, which total $170
million, as well as "advanced
gifts" received from individ-
uals, corporations or founda-
tions. These factors will be us-
ed to determine what Close call-
ed "the nucleus of support" for
Johns Hopkins.
Only after these assessments

for institutional needs as well as
prospects for fundraising are
determined can specific alloca-
tions for the divisions be esti-
mated. This divisional break-
down will not be started until
after the November meeting of
the trustees.

These estimates for divisional
funding, which will be based on
priorities listed in the planning
documents as well as through
consultations with appropriate
deans and department chair-
men, will be presented to the
Board of Trustees in April of
1984. When approved, they will
be incorporated into what
McClain calls a table of needs,
which will appear in the cam-
paign prospectus.
The campaign prospectus

details the goals and needs of
the University and the theme of
the campaign. It will be dis-
tributed to alumni and prospec-
tive donors. The prospectus will
be supplemented by individual
brochures describing divisions

Robeson, Jr. Speaks
On Father's Stuggles

cont. from p. 3
simply because they were told
to belong to a country which
did not allow them any dignity.
Robeson was blacklisted in

the United States in what his
son called "a nine-year cam-
paign by the U.S. government
to obliterate my father." The
post office opened his mail, and
the Internal Revenue Service
routinely audited his tax
returns, said Robeson, Jr. A
special presidential order
prevented him from traveling
outside of the continental
United States.

Robeson, Jr. said that his
father was guided by a set of
values inherited from his father.
"Be the best you can be. Reach
for perfection. Make any sacri-
fice to do what you know is
right. Self-advancement is
meaningless unless you help
your people and humanity."
The lecture was part of the

annual Martin Luther King,
Jr., Lecture Series, and was
sponsored by the Black Student
Union. This is the eleventh year
that the BSU has sponsored the
series. In past years, they have
brought to Hopkins Kwame

of particular interest to the in-
dividual donor.
Marc Diamond, who is direc-

tor of Development and Plan-
ning for Arts and Sciences,
doubts that the division plans
can go into much detail. He
says the purpose of fundraising
is to "bring in as much un-
restricted money as possible."
This allows for greater freedom
in determining where money
will be spent, he said. Such
freedom, he continued, is ne-
cessary to allow for changing
emphasis within a division
which might take place over the
course of the campaign and
beyond.

Still, McClain cautions that
inevitably over the course of the

campaign, some projects will be
oversupported and others
undersupported.
The theme for the campaign,

if there is to be a theme at all,
has also yet to be determined.
Hopkins' last campaign, which
ended on the centennial an-
niversary of the founding of the
University, was referred to as
the Hopkins Hundreds. Recent-
ly launched campaigns of other
universities have taken far more
plain titles such as simply "A
Campaign for Princeton."
Close says Hopkins President
Steven Muller might have some
suggestions for a theme, per-
haps capitalizing on the institu-
tions' expanding outreach
around the world.

Sachs Supports Plea
cont. jrom p. I

understand most of the psych- deuce is barred from trial.
iatric testimony. Sachs agreed
with the acquital decision, The rule serves two purposes;
though, because "Hinckley to deprive police of the "fruits
seems to be someone about whom of' illegal search" and thus deter
one would have serious ques- them from repeating the act,
tions of whether he could con- and to prevent the government
form his behavior to the de- from breaking the law. "The
mands of the law." government is supposed to be
Sachs spoke against the the protector of the people,- he

public's "lack of willingness to said. "It shouldn't stoop to
stand still for the procedures of conquer."
the law," and stressed that When asked if the rule pro-
lawyers must remember how tects criminals, Sachs replied
necessary it is to protect these that it protects "American
processes. "I sometimes think citizens and some are crimi-
the alternative is the lynch nals." Only 1.3 percent of
mob," he said. defendants are freed on tech-
Sachs admitted that he is nicalities, he added.

more concerned with the law's Sachs said the rule is merely
processes in that they protect the remedy for not !blowing the
individual rights more than he is constitution in the first place; if
concerned with justice. He officials did what the constitu-
spoke in favor of the exclu- lion requires, the evidence
sionary rule, in which un- would never be found. "This

country was formed in opposi-
tion to general warrants," he
said.
Sachs is currently counsel to

all state agencies and is the
apellate lawyer for criminal

Torre, Congressman Walter cases. He spent almost seven
Fauntleroy of the District of years as federal prosecutor for
Columbia, and Dr. Yosef Ben- Maryland and several more
Yochanon. years as a defense lawyer.

constitutionally seized evi-

Suskind Held Many
Positions At Hopkins
BY MARIANNE PERRELLA

Second base in a student-
faculty softball game was only
one of Dean Sigmund Suskind's
many positions at Hopkins.
Suskind, who came to Hop-

kins in 1956, was a professor of
biology until he became Dean
of Academic Programs in 1971.
He was named Dean of Under-
graduate and Graduate Studies
in 1972, and he assumed the
post of Dean of Arts and
Sciences in 1978.

Suskind took over from the
ailing George Owen at a "very,
very trying time," said John
Gryder, Associate Dean of Arts
and Sciences. The school was
suffering severe financial pro-
blems and reductions in facul-
ty, but "he handled that whole

period in an exemplary way,"
Gryder said.
"I'm disappointed he's step-

ping down," said Associate
Dean of Graduate and Under-
graduate Studies Lucien Brush.
"As far as I'm concerned his
record is superb,"
The 56 year old Suskind,

who has taken only one vaca-
tion during his time at
Hopkins, attended New York
University as an undergraduate,
then went on to Yale for
graduate education.

Suskind was involved in the
Naval Research Program in-
vestigating respiratory infec-
tions. His first professorship
was at Yale from 1950-1954.
Suskind enjoys racquetball,
squash and sailing. He and his
wife Ann have three children.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented I”

The Johns Hopkins Universit) Office of Special ...‘enis

" N %Mit kl)PROACH TO HIGH SCHOOL:
"PROF FISSION I. %WI'S IR

iIh

David Simon
director. Baltimore School tor the %.ris

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13
12 NOON

Garrett Room. Milton S. Lisenho%er lilwar
II omew nod Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE  S.

AROUND THE WORLD STUDY
Kyoto, Bali, Singapore, Benares

Nairobi, Cairo, Jerusalem, London 
30 University students, drawn from across the United

States, will circle the world Sept. '83—May '84 living and
studying in the above locations. Accompanid by interna-
tionally known professors, the selected students will carry
a full course lad as they explore how societies represent
al id interpret themselves to themselves and outsiders.
A unique opportunity to study around the world for a

full academic year, the International Honors Program
seeks mature, motivated candidates who have achieved
academically.

A representative of the program will be on campus
MONDAY. APRIL 18. AT 4 P M IN CONF ROOM C.
GARLAND HALL Interested students are invited Further
information may be obtained by contacting Dean Lucien
Brush's office or the Honors Program directly

INTERNATIONAL HONORS PROGRAM
Suite 307-96

1430 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

617-491-3120

Consider becoming a Benedictine Monk of
the English Benedictine Congregation at
Saint Anselm's Abbey, Washington, D.C.

Prayer: The Full Choral Office • Spiritual Reading •
Contemplation and Meditation • Centering Prayer and
Work: A Highly Respected College Preparatory School on
40-Acre Monastic Grounds • University Teaching and
Research • Retreats and Chaplaincies • Gardening and
Crafts.

Contact
Vocations Director

Saint Anselm's Abbey
4501 South Dakota Avenue, N.E.

Washington, D.C. 20017
(202) 526-1414

1 00 E 33rd Si.I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
For Appointment Tues - Sat -Cali

235-7083
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Condo Conversions
Cause Controversy

cont. from p. 3
Village/Guilford is an "ex-
tremely desirable" place to live.
She said, "It's an extraordinari-
ly safe neighborhood and it's
lovely," noting that there are
"three parks within several
blocks." Hubble claims that
this "desirability" is one reason
for the high rents demanded in
the area, as compared to those
in surrounding sectors of
Baltimore. "You [students] are
dealing with people who have
very healthy incomes,'' she
added.

Recently, apartment build-
ings in this locale have "turned
co-op or condo." Hubble
explained that students were
not displaced when her apart-
ments 4'ere converted into con-
dominiums in 1981. She stated,
"Out Qt. 70 units with tenants,

only one was renteu to
students. And, those two
students weren't undergradu-
ates—they were graudate stu-
dents."

Nevertheless, the Housing
Committee is concerned with
these on-going conversions,
claiming there is a problem and
sensing a good number of
Hopkins students will be
displaced. Kun expressed the
committee's viewpoint saying,
"We're hoping that the new
dorms will mitigate some of the
problems caused by the conver-
sions; however, we're fearful
that while the dorms will pro-
side space, they will throw off
the rent structure for univer-
sity-owned apartments."

Non-university owned off-
campus housing is very small.
However, the difference be-

tween University-owned
campus apartments and univer-
sity-owned old dorms is about
$30-$40 per month. "Now
throw into the housing situation
new and better equipped

off-

Robot Demonstration Featured
As Part Of Management Class
BY MICHAEL V(X;ELBAUM

A working demonstration of
robots this past Saturday was
the highlight of a course on
robots in the workplace. The
3-credit Evening College course,
"Feasibility and Implementa-
tion of Robotic Systems," was
taught by Barry Whitman and
Wendell Leimbach.
Since the course was design-

ed for masters in administrative
science degree students, it did
not go too deeply into the
technical aspects of robots. In-
stead, it focused on the use of
robots in industry. Whitman
said that robots are used for the
"three D's: Dirty work, Dull
work and Dangerous work."
Whitman also said "the class is
a mind-stretching thing.". Peo-
ple must. know what will hap-
pen if companies use robotic
systems to replace the work-
force, Whitman explained.
One management problem

that Whitman cited was that, in
the future, factories may not
need as many parking spaces,
as there will be fewer workers.
He pointed out, however, that
factories will always need
workers to keep the robots
running.

One of the robots used in
Saturday's demonstration was
really just a working arm. The
mini-robot, which is made by
Unimation and sells for $8(100,
is run by an Apple computer. It
is a model of the type of robot
typically found in the work-
place.The other robot was a
"R2-D2 look-alike," according
to Whitman. The robot, bor-
rowed from Equitable Bank ac-
tually is just used for promo-
tional purposes. Unlike many
robots used in industry, it is not
automated but is directed by
radio control. Whitman said he
used the robot to dispel the
popular conception of what
robot is like.
The social implications oi

robots was another part of th(
course. Whitman said that thi •

topic provoked the most discus-
sion in the classroom. The
popular theory, according to
Whitman, was that as robots
come, people go. Robots in in-
dustry have already displaced
some jobs. Yet, according to
Whitman, the federal govern-
ment has no plans at all to deal
with employees replaced by
robots.
Whitman proposes retraining

for those unemployed by ro-
bots. He admitted, though, that
not all of those unemployed can
be retrained. Whitman said,
"I believe that the work Force
is so terrified that the topic can-
not he dketissed." He explain-
ed that the problem goes to the
very heart of their existence.
The factory has been a part of
their families, and taking the
work away is disruptive. He
• 

added that unemployed work-
ers will always talk about return-
ing even though they may never
return.

In the far future, robots may
have an effect on Affirmative
Action, said Whitman. Since
minorities have usually been the
last workers to be hired, they
\yill be the first to he fired,
becAse of seniority.

Karen Hubble

dorms," said Kun. He feels
that there is a problem in try-
ing to fill these new dorms into
the rent structure. "You can't
charge the same amount to live
in the new dorms as it costs to
live in the old, since the new
dorms are better. But on the
other hand, you can't charge as
much for an off-campus uni-
versity-owned apartment be-
cause the new dorms lack all of
the conveniences," says Kun.
Kun forsees that many stu-

dents who are now paying a
certain amount to live in fully
equipped non-University
owned apartments may lose
their housing spaces because of
condo-conversions. "The new
University dormitories will pro-
vide those students with a place
to live, but they will end up
paying approximately the same
rent as they paid before to live

in the smaller, convenience-less,
new dorm," notes Kun.

It is for this reason that he
and his committee consider the
new dorms to be a great service
to students in fulfilling housing-
space needs, but also a disser-
vice. Kun explained, "It's great
that you can have more people
living on campus, and it's great
that you can try to build a
greater sense of community,
but this situation, when coupled
with other things, such as in-
creased tuition, is a very expen-
siye proposition."

Students who choose not to
live in University-owned apart-
ments/dorms can research op-
tions and housing facilities
available to them. The Off-
Campus Housing Office pro-
vides lists of room, efficiencies,
and other general in
for all to use

No Daytime Rock Music At Fair
cont. from p. 2 Godston said, "we went in and

have caused a lot of people to they said these are the agree-
come to the Fair then. ments made last year with the

Fair Co-Chairman Peter deans. Rock was part of that."
Godston said that this year's Rock bands were considered
music policy had essentiallv for the Fair, however. Accord-
been decided when he and Bob ing to Godston, the Music and
Quillan were appointed. Special Events Committees
'At I he first meeting,— were in charge of scheduling

bands. When they chose a list
of bands they wanted to per-
form, they sent tapes of I hose
bands to Godston, Quillan and
Porter. Upon reviewing those
tapes, Quillan and Porter
found there were Iwo rock
bands included. These two bands
were rejected.

Larceny, Burglary Lead March Crimes
BY EILEEN F1TZGERELD

The following crimes were
among those reported by
Homewood Campus Security
police for the month of
March:
Crimes against property:
Larceny:

P. Five students reported mer-
chandise being taken from
automobiles parked in Home-
wood garage. Four of the
reported larcenies occured be-
tween March 2 and March 4.
The value of the property
taken in these incidents ranged
from $20 to $150 and the
items stolen included stereo
cassette players, seat covers
and a digital clock. There
weie no signs of forced entry.
The fifth larceny took place
on or about March 26, with
$420 worth of merchandise
being stolen. A coat hanger
may have been used to gain
entry.

A beige 10-speed racer
bicycle, valued at $100, was
reported taken from the
grounds nebr Maryland Hall

on the afternoon of March 9.
Two parking meters,

valued at $150 each, were
pulled from the ground in the
early morning of March 18.
The meters were located in the
parking lot of Whitehead Hall.

Burglary:
IP' A medical student reported
that jewelry and a tape re-
corder with a combined value
of $465 were taken from her
apartment, located at 3003

Police
North Charles Street, on or
about March 11. There were
no signs of forced entry
through the front door, but
the window had been opened.

Jewelry, currency and
coins, valued at $98, were
reported taken from the bed-
room dresser of an apartment
in the Homewood apartment
building at some time between

March 9 and 15.
A student reported $905

worth of airline tickets, jewel-
ry and currency were taken
from her apartment on the
evening of March 15. The vic-
tim was in another room of
the apartment when the mer-
chandise was taken. It is
suspected that a window was
the means of entry.
mi. A student residing in the
McCoy Hall apartment build-
ing reported that $129 worth

of merchandise were taken
from his apartment in the late
afternoon of March 25. The
bolt lock on the front door
had been forced.

110. A $300 bicycle was reported
taken from the pantry of an
apartment in the Rogers apart-
ment building during the week
of Spring Break, March 20-25.

There were no signs of forced
entry.

Breaking and entering:
to. On the evening of March
18, unknown persons broke
into the Alumni Association
business office through a
front window. The office was
ransacked and investigators
were unable to determine pro-
perty taken.
Crimes against person:
Assault/Robbery:

N. While returning to her

Blotter
room in Wolman Hall, a
female student was assaulted
in the Wolman Hall lobby and
her bookbag was stolen. The
incident took place in the late
morning of March 11. The
student was taken to Union
Memorial Hospital and found
to have a bruised back and
shoulder. Baltimore City
Police were called in.
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Heart Transplants, Implants Help People Live Longer

BY El) MEADE

Dr. Bruce Reitz, a cardiac
surgeon at the Johns Hopkins
Medical Center, spoke at a
seminar at Homewood on
Tuesday. April 5, on trans-
Plants and implants for the car-
diovascular system.

Reitz, \vim arrived a year ago
from Stanford, has become a
member of one of the best
research teams in the country
in olved with the do elopment
of superior prosthetic devices
for the human circulatory sys-
tem. Among the topics discuss-
ed ‘vere artificial heart valves,
artificial blood vessels, and
I atural and articifial heart
t ransplant s.
One. factor behind the

development of modern cardio-
vascular surgery was an em-
phasis, in the late 1950s and
early 1960s, on the correction of
congenital defects in many pa-
tients' hearts, and the develop-
ment of superior heart-lung
machines which keep the pa-
tient alive during an operation.
In any type of heart surgery,
the main problem is whether or
not to use natural or artificial
tissues and organs in a patient.
In the replacement of the heart's
valves, the question arises:
should tissues from animals or
other humans be used to create
the valve or should an entire ar-
tificial valve be created. Cur-
rently the use of natural tissues
in the vale, which is one of the
most effective solutions to

replacing the val‘es, is also the
most common.
The criteria used in judging

how viable any artificial valve
is include its performance under
a ‘arietN of conditions. Beside
the oh \ ious fact that it is
critically important which ma-
terials make up the replacement
alves for the heart, especially
considering that infection is
often a complication of such an
operation, the new part must
not present undue turbulem.e in
the bloodstream, it must not
damage red blood cells, and it
must not allow any coagulation
or clotting of the blood in the
vessels.

There are many considera-
tions when human or animal
tissues are used. While these
types of tissues usually result in
a lower incidence of blood clots
in a patient, because the amount
of turbulence and obstructions
to the blood is at a minimum,
there is also a higher rejection
potential and a shorter average
lifetime for the part than for
totally artificial parts. The most
popular natural tissues involve
the pig's aortic valve.

With the long-term testing
that takes place before any
valves are placed in the human
heart, the 20 to 30 thousand
people who annually undergo
such an operation in the U.S.
can feel confident. Reitz, how-
ever, noted, "At this point in
time we do not have a good

BARNES &NOBLE

PRESENTS

— in person —

dramatist

EDWARD ALBEE
to autograph his hooks

MONDAY, APRILL 11, 11AM Noon

At: The Johns Hopkins University
Book Center

lower lever, Gilman Hall

Complimentary Cafe Ameretto will be
served—courtesy of General Foods

International Coffees

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

heart valve prothesis."
During the seminar Reitz em-

phasized the lack of knowledge
about the operation of the
human heart and the difficulty
involved with copying it.

Reitz next discussed the use
of woven Dacron material and
Teflon in prosthetic grafts to
replace major blood vessels in
the human body. This opera-
tion, according to Reitz, has
been done since the 1950s.

Instead of surgically adding
or removing specific portions of
an organ, Dr. Reitz talked
about the replacing of an entire
organ with organ transplants.
After a series of problems in the
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early stages in its history, the
transplanting of hearts is now
beginning to become relatively
common. About 150 patients in
the world are expected to un-
dergo heart transplants in 1983
according to Reitz. Among the
most innovative operations to
take place, beside the pioneer-
ing artificial heart transplant
with Dr. Barney Clark, are
those that deal with an entire
heart -lung operation. To date,
20 patients around the world
hake undergone this surgery.

While the operation involves
replacing two complete sys-
:ems, man has been unable to
successfully transplant just
human lungs.

Scientific illiteracy
BY BOB BASOW

One of the most common
complaints heard around cam-
pus is that the University lacks
a sufficient number of science
courses for non-science majors.

Neither the Physics Depart-
ment nor the Chemistry De-
partment offer such courses.
•The Physics Department offers
two introductory in General
Physics (one designed primari-
ly for physics and engineering
majors; the other for more
biology-oriented students).

that there aren't enough facul-
ty members available. At larger
schools, however, such courses
can be taught.

It also takes more time to
plan a course catering to those
unfamiliar with the subject.
The numerous details must be
extracted, but at the same time,
it is important not to water
down the material too much.
The aim of such a class is to
present facts and theories so the
non-scientist can understand
them.

"Excuse me. sir, what causes herpes?"

Calculus is a corequisite for
both and is used sparingly dur-
ing the course. Many non-sci-
ence majors, however, u“-e
never had calculus.

Introductory Chemistry has
no such prerequisite. But
because of the intense competi-
tion in the course, many non-
science majors elect not to take
it. Their only hope is to enroll
in science courses designed for
them.

The problem in offering such
courses is finding professors to
teach them. Both Martha Rose-
man, the assistant dean for
Academic Studies, and Dr.
John Gryder, the associate
dean of Arts and Sciences, say

So what's the solution? Dean
Roseman suggests a listing of
courses suited for non-science
majors should be compiled and
distributed to undergraduates.
Beside Blood and Bones, Stars
and the Universe and Introduc-
tion to Atmospheric Sciences
offered at Homewood, courses
are also offered at the School of
Public Health and at the School
of Hygiene that have no prere-
quisites. Another possibility is
taking classes at either Goucher
College or Towson State.

Roseman's other suggestion
is to offer a new course at
Homewood—a one-year survey
course covering four or five
sciences, each being taught by
a different professor.
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Science Profile
Jangling The Loose Change Of Language In His Pocket
BY LAURA GAHAGAN

Horace Freeland Judson, the
Henry R. Luce Professor of
Science and Writing in thL
Writing Seminars, calls himself
"a theater critic out of work."
Nis is contradicted, however.
by his accomplishments as an
historian and populariter of
contemporary science. This
year, through his efforts, the
University is of its first
Master of Arts in writing about
science. He is currently de
veloping a program for BA/MA
degrees in writing about
science.

Judson grew up in New York
and Washington. Ile graduatec
from the UniN ersity of Chicago
and did some graduate work
there and .at Columbia, and
worked as an editor. He first
became "visible,— he says,
when he went to work as a
book critic for Time in New
York in 1963, though in 1954 he
wrote the first edition of a
book, 7.1w Technique, of

Reading—it has since gone in-
to its third edition. After a year
and a half, Time sent him to
London, where he was the
magatine's Arts and Sciences
correspondent in Turope.I or
four years in London, he cover-
ed Europe, reporting "the back
of the hook" for Time —
theater. art, music, ballet and
show business, but also
medicine and science news. He
was then transferred to Paris
for three more Nears. "II's one
of the great jobs in jour-
nalism," he says.
Judson grew interested in

science at first because he
thought "an educated man
must know the fundamentals of
science." While in Lurope, he
came to know the people in-
volved wit Ii lames D. Watson
and [rands Crick's discos cry
of the structure of DNA in
1953. (Crick and Wat son
received the Nobel Prize iii

1962, together with Maurice
Wilk ins, for the discovery. I
Judson reali/ed that this was a
piece of t lie historN of contem-
porary science in which no One
else had taken any serious in-
terest. He got the idea for a
book and says he felt a
"responsibility" to record the
origins of molecular biology
thoroughly; he was uniquely'
"in position" in London and
Paris, and it was a "golden op-
portunity." He inter\ loved 1.2(
different scientists, sonic of
them repeatedly, and began his
book The Eighth Day ol
Creation.

Judson \vas pulled back to
New York in 1972. and he con-
tinued to write for Time for
another year, until he quit to.
write books and for The New
Yorker. He also moved back to
England this wife, Penelope, is
English), living in Cambridge.
When he suggested a piece on
molecular biology to The New
Yorker, the editor hesitated;
Judson then asked about a

piece on the unique British ex-

perience with heroin. What

started as a two-part story for

The New Yorker became a

book called Heroin Addiction
in Britain, published in 1974.
The book is used in England as
a definitive treatment of the
subject by the legal authorities,
by the drug-treatment clinics,
and by the leaders of the
counter-culture—a combina-
tion Judson calls "%cry
grat ifying."

After this, The New Yorker
agreed to publish the first -three
chapters of The Eighth Day ol

Creation, which "retell the
story of the discoNery of the
structure of DNA, with the
science in place." Watson's ac-
count of the discovery , The
Double Helix, is highly per-
sonali/ed and controversial.
Judson's work is "more bal-
anced," he says. The remaining
se % en chapters of the book tell
what happened afterward, with
the solution of the genetic code
ind the untangling of the
mechanisms of protein syn-
thesis.

The Eighth Day ol Creation
was published in 1979; before
it appeared he had completed
still another book, The Search
for Solutioas-, which appeared
a year later and also became a
series of films for public televi-
sion and for use in schools. He
then had a Guggenheim Fellow -
ship to begin research on a
book about preservation of the
wetlands and migratory water
birds of Europe and Africa.
this was followed by a fellow-
ship at the Center for Ad% anc-
ed Study in the Bella% lora'
Sciences, at Stanford, which
brought him and his family

back to d1 country. There he
got a call from Dr. John Irwin.
director of the Writing Semi-
nars at Hopkins. Irwin asked if
he would consider the Luce
chair. "It was a total surprise,"
Judson says, but "it looked in-
teresting," and as he hi/hi er
done any thing like it before, he
took it.

Judson arried at I lopk ins in
:he fall of 1981 to set up a
mastei .s program and giNe it

"an exploratory run." It work-
ed, and this year the first set of
master's candidates are receiN-

ing their degrees. They ale
"di‘erse in their backgrounds—
as well as their ages." ranging
from the mid-20s to the mid-30s.

Realiiing that "there is a lot
of at to poetry and fic-
tion but little to adNanced fac-
tual prose" here at Hopkins,
Judson wanisto e\ tend the op-
portunity to piactice factual
writing to upper-lo el under-
traduates. He %%inns to teach
"analytic prose. . . emphasi/ing
the old-fashioned task of
writing, using classical rhe
iorical techniques." l'here will
be a new seminar next spring,

open to juniors and seniors who
demonstrate writing ability in
"the writing of factual prose at
an advanced level with special
reference to scientific matters."

Of writing, Judson says that

"each time is new," and he
wants young writers to gain the

The idea for a BA/MA pro-
gram in writing about science is
still tentative; whether it starts
depends largely on student in-
terest. This double degree won't
sae time—they will still take
five Nears to complete, but with
a two-year jump on the subject
by taking Judson's courses and
others in the sciences, the
history of science, and the
humanities as an undergrad-
uate, the master's candidate

will be well informed and pre-
pared for analytic, nonfictional
writing. '`The ability to write is

adaptable," according to Jud-
son, across a range, from the
science writer, whose audience
is the general public, to the
scientist who wants to corn-
mu nicate to other scientists.
"The aim is to turn out scien-
tifically literate people," full of
examples of how science works
and who ha‘e been conscious-
ly thinking about writing. Jud-
son says he would be "glad to
see at least three or four
students a year ' come into the
BA/MA program.

Judson is also working with
Professor William Huggins of
the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence and a research team at one
of the manufacturers of word-
processing equipment to develop
a research proposal for "The
Writers' Environment," a
computer-aided. highly in-
tegrated text -manipulation
system for writing tactual prose.
Not like it now exists; in

fact, only in the past 18 months
has the technology of text pro-
cessing reached the point where
a research program like the one
we conceive is possible."

Judson is now working on a
book. The parivin Program,
about "the current scientific
controversy in eNolutionary
theory --Darwinism as it leads
to sociobiology." rhe lecture
he recently presented for the
Friends of the Peabody Library
on " 1 he Use of the Oral Re-
cord in Writ ing of Science" will
soon be published. He is also
in% oIN ed in de eloping a public
telex ision series based on The
Eighth Day of Creation.

Hopkins is "a miniature gem
of a uniNersity, professionally
ideal for me," Judson says.
l'he East Coast "Boston-Wash-
ington corridor" of book pub-
lishers, magatines and scientific
research is all within easy reach.
He and his wife have two
children: Olivia, aged 13: and
Nicholas, aged 10.

BA/MA Program in
Writing About Science:

Any undergraduate in-
terested in such a pro-
gram should contact
Horace Freeland Judson
(X7714) or drop a note in
his box in the Writing
Seminars Office (Gilman
136).

experience to know —inai it can

be done."
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Monty Python's Epic Satire of Life's Absurdity
BY DAN VITALE

Monty Python's The Meaning of Life
is an epic satire, proving beyond a doubt
that its six creators are about the closest
we'll ever get to having a modern-day
Swift or Rabelais.
Where its immediate predecessors,

Monty Python and the Holy Grail and
Monty Python's Life of Brian, were
ostensibly plotted movies that played
like a series of sketches, The Meaning
of Life is a collection of ostensibly
unrelated blackouts that nonetheless
come together to form a visual and
thematic whole. When you contrast this
with the deliberately anarchic structure
of the group's television series, you
begin to sense how much their humor
has evolved from the early days of Spam
and nudge-nudge.
The film begins with a "short sub-

ject," The Crimson Permanent Assur-
ance, an extended visual metaphor in
which the revolt of clerks at an English
insurance company against their Ameri-
can corporate bosses is likened to a
mutiny at sea. While it is virtually un-
connected with what follows, it hints at
two of the strong points of the "main
feature": sly social observation and im-
pressive, near-monumental production
values.
The rest of the movie concerns the

seven more or less arbitrary but chron-
ological parts into which the Pythons
have chosen to divide existence: "The

Terry Jones, Graham Chapman, and an unidentified elephant-man cavort in the "find the fish" sketch.

Miracle of Birth," "Growth and Learn-
ing," "Middle Age," and so on. Each
section contains a separate sketch or
series of linked sketches, each of which
uses the theme of the section as a point
of departure for its own internal
(il)logic. This may sound a bit ordered
and stilted, but the result on screen is an
exhilarating excursion through various
historical and modern time periods and
locations, each with its own bizarre
lesson about the ludicrousness or hypo-
crisy of modern life.

In this universe, doctors about to
deliver a baby delay the procedure
because they need "more apparatus" in
t he operating room (including "the
machine that goes pine") in order to
impress the hospital administrator,
whose ability to balance the budget is ac-
corded more worth than his ability to
deal with doctors or patients. When the
expectant not her cries, "What do /
do?" the doctors respond peremptori-
ly, "Nothing. You're not qualified."

Another sketch is a vicious attack on

Arts
Muth') on the Bonn') (Reel
Wm Id, location FBA): With
Clark Gable and Charles
1.aughton. Sunday at 7:30.

'Ube Marriage of Maria Braun
(Red World, location IRA): A

bs Rainer Werner ['ass-
binder. 1 Itursday at 7:30.

A Clockwork Orange (Senior
Class Fihn Series, Shaffer 3):
Stank s Kubrick'. unforgettable
adaptation of the novel by An-
!lions Burgess makes yet
another JHU appearance. With
Malcohn McDowell. Friday
and Saturdas at 7, 9:30 and
midnight.

Lianna (Charles, 1711 N
( 'harks St.): John Sayles, novel-
ist, short slory riter, director
and screenwriter follows ur
Return of the Secaucus 7 with
this portrait of a lesbian rela-

tionship. Through April 14; call
727-H1.M for feature times.

Beira) al (Plas house, Charles
and -25th Sts.): Sam Spiegel's
production of the I larold Pin-
ter plus premeires tonight. With
Ieremy Irons and Ben Kingsles
(Gandhi). Call 235-043(1 lot
feat tire times.

Mont) P)Ihon Live at the
lioll)wood Bowl (Weekend
Wonder I lix, Shriver Hall):
The sketches may be a hit stale,
but this is worths\ hile if only
for the extra kick of seeing
them performed before an au-
dience. I ridas and Saturday at
7, 8:45 and 10:15.

MUSIC

Gail Marple Moriesis (409
(iallery, 409 Charles St.): The
soprano, a 1981 Peabods Con-
wt.\ awry graduate, presents a
program featuring the works of
1.istt, Ras el and Copland. Sun-
day at 5 p.m.

THEATER

EOM (Lyric Opera House, 1404
Maryland Ave.): The musical
about the life of Eva Peron has
its final performances tonight
and tomorrow. For ticket infor-
mation call 625-1400.

%nucleus (Mechanic, Hopkins
Plata): Peter Shaffer's play,
starring Mark Hamill and John
Wood, continues this week. I-or
ticket information call 625-14(M).

The Coronation 4)1 Poppea
(Kraushaar Auditorium, Gou-
cher ( ollege): [he Pcabods
Opera Theatre's presentation oh
Monies erdi's final work pre-
mieres Thursday at 8:15 p.m.
For ticket information call
659-8124.

An Evening with Queen Vic-
toria (Shriser Hall, tonight at
p.m.): British actress Prunella
Scales, member of the Old ViL
repertors company and of thL
cast of BBC's Fait'/ii' Tower.s,
performs a one-woman show
drawn from Victoria's diaries.
letters and other manuscripts.
For ticket information cal'
338-7157.

Catholic and Protestant at about
P01)11 lation control, replete with a pro-
duction number called "Every Sperm Is
Sacred — that looks like it could have
come 1 rom a bawdy version of Oliver!
Other highlights include a sex-education
lesson at a boys' school where the
students show as much facility r in-
terest as if it were a history class; a
iestaurant at which diners are asked
"Care tor something to talk about?"
and t hen given menus Imin which they
can choose topics of cons ersat ion; and
rept esentat ikeS of a lis cr bank who ex-
act donations-on-demand from lis mg
cardholdei s.
'Fwo sketches are part icularls

t 
indica-

i' e of what t he Pyt lions are up to. One
takes place during the Boer Wars, and
ins ols cs a parts of British 011 leers in
search of a fellow ot ricer's leg. ap-
parently bitten ol 1 by a tiger. Hie ig-
norance 01 ekeryone in oh ed is clearls
established, not only about the leg ("It
will grow hack, won't it?"), but about
the plight of the British footsoldiers who
are being massacred by Lulus all over
ctrnp.

Another more memorable sequence
concerns the grossly ()em eight patron
of a l•rench ft:staff:1111 whose talent for
food consumption is matched onls by
his propensity for frequen , graphic
regurgitation. As other diners are splat-
tered with vomit and servants dutifulls
attempt to spirit it away in buckets, a
fawning waiter continues to indulge the
man's appetite, esen to the point of of-
fering him "an after-dinner wafer."

I he world has many Haws, the
Pythons seem to be sasing, hut the big-
gest is that so mans of its inhabitants
choose to remain unaware of them.
Beneath the .explicitness and the ir-
reserence is a sense 01 Outrage: the
movie doesn't seek merely to shake
viewers out of their complacency but to
drag them from it, battered and bloody.
The film was directed by I erry Jones,

photographed by Peter Hannan, and
designed by Ferry Gilliam, and also

Features a few of Gilliam's trademark
animations. Overall, it is impressive

isually in a way that previous Python
efforts weren't: in those films, the jokes

were all, and either worked or didn't on

their own terms. Here, Os en a look not

unlike that of Gilliam's Time Bandits,

and buoyed by special 'effects that

George Lucas or Stoen Spielberg might

be proud of, the humor has the extra
edge of immediacy and reality, and the

jokes are in no way diminished by the

lavishness of detail in which they are
often couched. The acting is excellent;
as always, the six writers pla almost all

the roles, and it's a joy to observe the
tont. on p. 16



Three Professors Awarded
Guggenheim Fellowships
Three Hopkins professors,

John Baldwin, Richard Flath-
man, and Judith Lang Zai-
mont, were among 292 scholars
nationwide who were awarded
fellowships from the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation.
The fellowships, which total

more than $5 million, are
awarded on the "basis of
demonstrated accomplishment
in the past and strong promise
for the future," the foundation
said.

Baldwin, who is a professor
in the Department of History,
was granted his award for
studies in "social and cultural
transformations in northern
France: 1180-1220."
Flathman, a professor of

political science, will study "the
concept of political freedom"
with his fellowship.
Zaimont, a member of the

Theoretical Studies Faculty at
the Peabody Conservatory of
Music, was granted her fellow-
ship for music composition.

Most of the scholars, scien- poet Daniel Epstein, UMBC
tists, and artists who were History professor James Mohr,
awarded a fellowship teach at College Park History professor
American colleges or univer- Alison Olson, College Park
sities. Cornell recieved the most English professor Annabel Pat-
fellowships, 11. Harvard and terson, and scientist Edward
Stanford followed with nine Taub of the Institute for
each. In all, 102 institutions are Behavior Resources in Silver
represented. Spring.
Other fellowship recipients in Amounts of each fellowship

Maryland include Baltimore awarded were not available.

McCarthy Speaks
cont. from p. 3 tions for a troubled America.

for current American economic He stressed the necessity of
policies, dismissing both supply- judging our current problems in
and demand-side economics as an historical context, and draw-
inappropriate methods for ing positive conclusions and
dealing with our "basic econo- plans from the lessons of hi-
mic disorders." He defined story. Upon finishing, the
hese disorders as: waste in the senator accepted questions
private sector, due primarily to from his audience.
our susceptibility to advertis- According to Doug Fellman,
ing, and unemployment,. president of the Student Coun-
McCart hy concluded his cil, the Speakers Committee has

hour-long address by urging the "operated with budgetary pro-
Academic Community to for- blems" in recent years. None-
mutate concrete, honest solu- theless, with a $1500 annual

Friday, April 22 8:00 P.M. Shriver Hall

Tickets only $7.00 until April 11

Election for
Class S fficers

will be

Tuesd y, pril 19

Candidate petitions due by 5
p.m., TUESDAY, APRIL 12 in the
Student Council Office.

All students are invIted to the
Candidates Forum, which will be held
on Thursday, April 14 at 8 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. This is your chance to
meet the candidates.

Pick up blank petitions and infor-
mation sheets in the Student Council
Office.

Is Your
Resume Bland?

News-Letter Elections

for all editorial positions
will be held on

Sunday, April 17 at 4:00 p.m.

Something to think about, eh?
All N-L staffers can vote too!!

The ISF and the Young
Democrats present the PBS film:

Should our Foreign
Policy include Covert
Action by the CIA?

Included in the debate are:
William Colby (former CIA direc-
tor), Tom Braden (L.A. Times
columnist), Morton Halperin
(director of center for National
Security Studies).

Tues. April 12, 6:00 _p.m.
A/V Room, MSE

SATURDAY, APRIL 9
1:00-4:00 P.M.
GREAT HALL

Sponsored by For more info call:
the Women's Caucus of the PSU 243-8776
the Women's Center 366-2974

WOMEN'S ASSERTIVENESS
TRAINING WORKSHOP

conducted by Anne Sweeney
Women's Growth Center



Lines From Edward Albee: Hypnoti
Ever since the New York premiere of The Zoo

Story in 1958, Edward Albee has been prominent
in the American theater, to which he, along with
only a Jew others, has brought substance and shape.
Productions of some of his pla.ys have .siirred con-
siderable controversy; the theater-going public has
been jolted by work it wasn't prepared for, forced
to think and react in new disarming, though
ultimately engaging, tvlys. Albee visits Homewood
campus April 11, when he will give a public lecture
(and possibly a reading) in Shrivel. Hall, as part of.
the Writing Seminars-.sponsored Arts lair, which
formally kicks olf tomorrow with the presentation
Of the Kenai, Awards.
Over Spring Break a couple of us went, not to

Horida, but to a less temperate New York, and even
though we didn't see swarms of people .sauntering
around without clothing, tve managed to make Our
time worthwhile. Edward Alhee's new play, The
Man Who Had I hree Arms, which he also directs.,
rec•ently opened on Broadway; the previews were
demanding u great deal of his time, but nevertheless.
he agreed to let us interview him at his apartment.
The street on which he lives in the lower West

Side of Manhattan used to be the center of the
"cheese district": we are confronted by warehouses
and seem still to catch the whiff of cheese in the
air. The warehouses are dingy gray brick, unimpos-
ing. We step onto a wooden loading platform in
front of one. There is Albee's name above the
buzzer. We rise in an old freight elevator and enter
the playwright's loll apartment. The ugly facade of

the building envelopes something cavernous and

splendid: one wall deep red brick, polished hard-

wood floors, furnishings sparse but elegant. A
plump Siamese cat pads over to me and rubs her
neck against my leg.

Albee leads us up an iron spiral staircase
(aquamarine) to the second level, which, when seen
from below, protrudes only partly into the expan-
siveness of the main room. A huge skylight cuts the
far end of the ceiling; we look at it more closely
from the upper level, and Albee mentions that it
used to be an elevator shaft. We pass through his
bedroom and enter a small, but high-ceilinged,
study.

Albee is wearing cotton slacks and a black short-
sleeved polo shirt. He seems to be in fine physical
•hape: excepting a little paunch, he is well-muscled,
can. He has long, straight, streaked-gray hair; a
pair of glasses are angled up on his head as if that
is their natural perch (though he takes them off to
twist absent-mindedly between his fingers every so
often, while we're talking, he never puts them over
his eyes: back they go, up on his head). A bushy
gray mustache hangs over his mouth. He smiles
infrequently—he seems reserved and serious, his
oice low and sonorous—hut when he does, it is
broad and friendly , and when I see it in profile, I
get the curious impression of the grin of a cat. His
talk is measured and thoughtful and, like an actor,
his voice comes deep from the diaphragm.
N-L: When I was in high school, Mr. Albee,

played the role of .Jerry in The Zoo .Story; shortly
thereafter, I noticed an ad in the Times for "Albee
directs Albee" at Columbia University. So I had
the opportunity to sec The Zoo Story and The
American Dream, as directed by you. Now that I'm
here, I can ask you about something specific in the
production which struck me at the time—it concerns

the very opening of that production of The Zoo
Story. You had .Jerry in a tight T-shirt, drinking a
can of Coke, a swagger to his walk, and then
finishing the can of Coke and tossing it behind his
hack into a garbage pail before opening his dialogue
with Peter. 'That was something completely dif-
ferent from what I had envisioned, and it kind of
bothered me at first. I had a totally different con-
ception of ,Jerry from what you seemed to convey
in that opening.
,4LBEE: What was your conception?
N-L: I didn't see .Jerry as the cocky, macho type

of person that was implicit in that sort of arrange-
ment. But that, of course, is entirely subjec-
tive...What I've been thinking about is the distinc-
tion between the realm of the playwright and that
of the director, how the two'crafts coincide and
where they div ergc, and how one relates, as a
playwright, to the director and vice versa. In regard
to that particular production, you were both
play wright and director.
ALBEE: Let's see now. That very opening was

just a bit of business that th, actor wanted to do,
.ind I didn't see any reason why he shouldn't go
..vith his instinct; he seemed quite capable of walk
ing, thinking and drinking a Coke at the same time.
It was meant to indicate no particular attitude about
anything; if he'd tossed it on the ground rather than
in the trash can, I suppose that might have indicated
something. The fact that he tossed it in the trash
can indicates a kind of neatness-, I suppose. But the
basic thing I was after in the Production was... I've
seen other people direct it, and too often Jerry is
directed and acted as being a psychopath, as being
already a suicide, already at the end. What I've
always seen him as is too sane, a teacher. somebod

Palmists Read Palms Among Red Velvet
BY DAVID HUDACEK

I had serious doubts as I neared the salon of the
palm reader on ('harks Street. On my occasional
j:111111s 10 the Charles I heater, I had seen the palm
Icader sitting by the window of her shop, pointing
to me amid Ihen curling her finger Iowa' ds herself,
trying to tempt me into having my fortune told. - The
neighborhood. with its bag ladies. peep shows and
adult book store, had kept me away. In addition,
she had never seemed very reputable to me. Maybe
it was the Strange purple light in the window, with
plastic fibers sticking out of it. May he it was the
way she was Plastered With make-up. Lit her way,
I had very little faith in her ability to foresee the
f inure. and I approached her salon with a less than
objective at' nude.
She did have one thing going for her, however.

She looked like a palm reader. With the dark skin
and the big gold earrings of a :gypsy, she fit the
stereotype perfect ly. Her shifty eyes seemed to know
something that I didn't (namely, that I would he
three dollars short after my visit).
When I knocked on the door of her shop, which

was locked, I was surprised to find her reluctant to
lei me in. She opened the door a crack and looked
at me suspiciously. She asked me what I wanted and
I told her I wanted my palm read. A young woman,
who I assume was her daughter, said something to
her in a language that I had never heard beforell
suppose it was Romanian). The daughter had ob-
viously learned to apply make-up from her mother.
The palm reader, after discussion with her daughter,
agreed to let me in. The daughter seemed even more
suspicious than her mother, and together they form-
ed one of the more unfriendly pairs of busi-
nesswomen I have come across. I felt uncomfor-
table as she led me to her waiting room, and I began
to wish I hadn't come. Heather, my female com-
panion, reluctantly followed.

The large waiting room was unlike any room I
had ever been in before. The decor can only be
likened to that of a brothel. We sat down on a red
velvet couch. The poorly lit room was dominated
by red velvet. There were red velvet chairs, red
velvet couches, red velvet lamps and red velvet
heart-shaped chairs, all of which sat on the plush,
red shag carpet. The only thing that brought any

normalcy to the room was the large color TV in the
corner, broadcasting the evening news. At one end
of the room was an alcove with a bed in it, separated
by strings of plastic beads (I have no idea of the
purpose of this room). There were also shoes on the
floor near the entrance. By the time I saw the shoes,

I was having very serious doubts about the validity
of the palm reader. I was also having serious ,doubts

about our safety.

Heather and I were glad to have our turn with

the palm reader, our eyes having been numbed by

plastic and red velvet. We agreed to have our palms
read together (it isn't any cheaper that way,
though). We sat down, and the palm reader said
in a heavily accented voice, "Put two dollars in your
palm and make a wish," which we did. I couldn't
help but notice that she had enormously large false
eyelashes, looking as though they might fall off at
any moment. Her liberal use of mascara was also
overwhelming.

She began with Heather's palm. "You will live
to be 95," she predicted. It sounded a bit typical
to me, but I was willing to go along with it. "Do
you understand?" she asked Heather, to which
Heather nodded. "You are honest," she went on,
"and you don't like being hossed around. Do you
understand?" She then went on to describe
Heather's love life, saying that she loved two men,
one light and the other dark, and one loved hex very
much. She also said that she would marry and have
two children, a girl and a boy. A few more details
and several "Do you understand's" later, Heather's
fortune had been told. During all of this, I had been
wondering it' the palm reader got a discount on
make-up.

It was now my turn. She took my hand, examin-
ed my knuckles, and said, "You will live a long life.
You are honest, and you don't like to be bossed
around. Do you understand?" This all seemed
familiar to me for some reason. She then went on
to say that I would be successful and that someday
I would own a car (which seemed like a safe bet to...
me—the car part, that is). She did know, however,
that I was depressed about school, and she predicted
that I would do better. She then said that I liked
one girl very much, but that I didn't think she was
honest. The palm reader was finished with my for-
tune, and I now saw my destiny ahead of me.
She said she would pray for us it' we each put a

dollar in our palms and made a wish. We reluctantly
agreed, and I went on to silently wish that she
wouldn't ask for any more money. She thanked us
both and said "God bless you." I asked her for a
business card, but her daughter quickly said
something to her in a foreign language and she said
she couldn't give me one. The palm reader told us
to come back again and bring our friends, and as
we left she quickly shut the door behind us.
Looking back on the palm reader now, I suggest

that anyone seeking an interesting experience and
willing to brave the neighborhood and enormous
amounts of red velvet should go to see her (her shop
is near the Charles Theater). I don't know how ac-
curate her forecasts are, although Heather and I
later realized that several of the things she said in
regard to school and such came true. One thing I
do know for sure: someday, somewhere, I'm go-
ing to be an old, successful man with a car.



otic Psychopaths And Single Drafts

who ultimately sacrifices himself. And it's a kind
of quiet decision. Anyway, whenoer I direct the
pb I trN to run counter to the notion of Jerry as
hysterical pschopath. It doesn't have to be acted.
I find that quite often actors do a lot better in my
plays by acting against the intention of the lines.
Because the lines carry the weight. That's why when
I direct a play I don't have too much business go-
ing on...
N-L: But don't ou want to support certain

elements in the character?
ALBEE: Elements of Jerry's intelligence,

objectivity—about himself—should be as important
as anyt hing•else, to balance against the overwhelm-
ing despair. In other words. I just didn't want it
to be a roller-coaster trip; it's got to be more in-
teresting than that, and more complex. Because,
you know, if Jerry comes on at the beginning of
he play like a gangbuster, Peter's going to get up
and leave; he's not going to sit there in Central Park
and put up with that.
N-L: You want it to mount slowly but gradualk .
ALBEE: Yes. And also enough to trick and hyp-

notize Peter; if it's something that's going to scare
him too much—you know, you can tell if some-
body's psychopathic—you get up and you leave. It's
got to be something that we become aware of in-
stinctively and gradually just a little bit before Peter
does.
N-L: Okay. Have any directors of the play other

than yourself tended to see something else, some-
thing a little different that perhaps has intrigued
you?
ALBEE: If you're a writer who has an absolute

vision in your mind when you write the piece—of
what you want them to look like, what you want
them to sound like, and what effect you want the
audience to have—then the responsibility of the
director and the actors is to accommodate that. I've
seen lots of directors in lots of my plays who have
tried to impose their personality on them; and
generally speaking they end up doing, I suppose,
a reasonably interesting production, but a wrong

one. I write very precisely and very tightly, and .1
know exactly what I'm after. Now it's quite possi-

ble that what I want is not going to be quite as ef-

fective as what somebody else wants... but I'm

much more interested in what I want.
N-L: Certainly.
ALBEE: But not all writers are like that. Look

at Lanford Wilson, for example. I think Lanford

writes his plays a little more loosely than I do, and

probably takes a lot more ideas from his directors

and his actors than 1 would. Everybody writes

differently.
N-L: I caught an article on Sam Shephard in New

York magazine some time back, and the most in-
teresting thing that he had to say is that when he's
writing a play he sees distinct, complete images as
he goes along.
ALBEE: Sure; most playwrights do, I would say.

If the characters aren't three-dimensional in your
mind, or the environment that they're in on stage
isn't clear to you, you're not going to be writing
very clearly. You should wait until all those things
are clear before you write anything down.
N-L: Do you work from a scenario? Do you lay

out anything?
ALBEE: No. I find that the quickest way for me

to forget anything is to write it down. And anything
that I can't keep in my head is probably not worth
thinking about.
N-L: And do you work on different parts at the

same time, or do you switch around—

which are different time durations; you can
capitalize, you can underline, you can italicize,
which is single, double and triple forte. You can
notate as precisely as a composer can.
. N-L: As precisely?
ALBEE: Just about, I would say. Also with a

sense of your words. For example, let's take a
perfectly simple sentence: "I wonder why I went
to the store?" Okay? If you underline the word
went—"I wonder why I went to the store?"—or
you underline the word store—"I wonder why 1
went to the store?"—those are two different mean-
ings, totally different meanings. And you change
the meaning entirely depending on which word you
underline. This is something I learned from Chekov,
Becket, other people who notate terribly precisel.N .
I wanted to be a composer when I was a kid; I was
incompetent, and so I never became one. I started
listening to serious music when I was about ten or
eleven. It's an important part of my life. And when
you read a play, if you read a play properly, you
hear it when you read it; even when you're seeing
a play, sitting in an audience, watching the play,
I suspect—as opposed to film, which you get mostly
through your eyes —even when you're watching a
play, I think you're really getting it through the ear.
N-L: Do you try to establish a particular rhythm

of speech for each separate character?
ALBEE: Well, not specifically a rhythm; but no

two characters speak alike.
N-L: And how do you go about delineating this?
ALBEE: You get to know the characters and you

hear the way they talk. If you write two characters
who talk exactly alike, they'd better be identical
twins.
N-L: And how do you convey this?
ALBEE: Through the language; the kind of

sentences they use. Some people talk in short
sentences, others in long; some talk in broken
phrases; some have large vocabularies, some have
small vocabularies. Everybody's different.
N-L: And all that becomes clear to you.
ALBEE: If I know the characters well enough,

then I know the differences in the way they talk.
N-L: In any of your works have you had trouble

getting to know the characters well enough?
ALBEE: No, I don't start writing a piece down

until I know them very well.
N-L: And you have a clear conception of the

characters.
ALBEE: The nature of the characters, yes. But

things-1 reveal things to myself about the
characters as 1 write them, things that I've obviously
already known, without knowing that 1 know them.
.N-L: Can you say that you draw characters from

people whom you know or from things that you've
seen?
ALBEE: I've never been able to figure that out.

eatures
ALBEE: No, I write from the beginning to the

end.
N-L: How many drafts do you go through?
A LBEE: One.
N-L: Really?
ALBEE: And then I'll retype it. And the revisions

I make in rehearsal are basically cuts; very few
additions.
N-L: How does one go about developing one's

own voice?
ALBEE: I don't think you can; I don't think it's

anything you can learn. You either have it or you
don't; you find it within yourself.
N-L: All right, I'd like to talk about rhythm.

You've spoken a lot about the conformity between
drama and music.
ALBEE: "All art aspires to music."
N-L: In a number of your plays I get a rhythm

of the language clearly from the text, just through
your technique of punctuation.
ALBEE: Well, come on! You punctuate exactly

the same way a composer notates. You've got all
these wonderful commas and semicolons, all of

I think I make them up.
N-L: I've noticed in your plays that while most

everything is very carefully constructed—the
characters, dialogue, conflict, tension—you're very
spare in delineating action.
ALBEE: I'm not spare in delineating action.
N-L: Excuse me. What I meant by "action" was

the very simplistic type of action, like "He gets up
from the couch and moves to the bar."
ALBEE: There's such a difference. A part of

that, the majority of that, is contained within the
dialogue. Urgencies to move or stand still, get up
or sit down, are contained invisibly in the emotional
content of the lines. They're there. You don't even
have to put them down. Any actor will have a sense
of when a line is meant to be spoken standing up
or sitting down.
N-L: Then you simply don't have to bother with

stage directions for that sort of thing.
ALBLE: The only time I put down stage

directions-1 put down far more line readings than
I do stage directions, you'll notice—is if it's very

cont. on p. 17
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The Meaning of Life

siN

Sunday, April 10
Great Hall 11 am-1 pm
$2.50 for all you can eat

fish officers Michael l'alin, John (Leese and Craham Chapman examine Eric Idle's lack of leg.

cont. from p. 12
subtle glee with which they act out their
concoctions. (Particular standouts are
Jones as the aforementioned glutton
Mr. Creosote, Eric Idle and Graham
Chapman as a stodgy Protestant couple,
and John Cleese both as the French
waiter and as the headmaster delivering
the sex lecture.)

The Meaning of Life is as ambitious

a project as the troupe has yet attemp.
ted, and a movie that pays off in just
about every frame. The combination of
effective social satire and some of the
most accomplished physical and verbal
comedy around today results in a work
in which every joke contains a hidden
slap in the face, a sting that makes itself
felt even (or especially) when you're
laughing hardest.

Aeha le GMT fAin,

LSAT
Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Can Days Evenings I Weekends

2434456
Como Visit Our Corttor

3121 et Peel Sweet, 111•Itireoce, Ilistylend 2121$
Cantors in Maps US Cities Torordo, Pusdo Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

The Wholistic Health Network
of Baltimore presents

11410
t j?1 6-

Friday. April 15th. 9 p.m.
Johns Hopkins (Pity —Glass

Tfckets- Advance-$3 50 each Door -$4.00
$6 00/couple

• • Auction of Wholistic Health Services '
For info call 486-0363 or 467 2017
Tickets available at Chaplain's office

Pachebel to Punk. Disco to Doors Rock to Reggae
jump, sway, twist. shake, leap. spin, dance. improvise—
alone, with a partner, or with all your friends—to a whole
s• - trum of music in a s•acious smoke-free environment

1 a in
Pavilion

each

• 

AREAS fiNEST

imiRcurriNg
7373 N. clunks
NEXT TO

WOIMAN

Offering
Student
Discounts

With
I.D.

We Welcome
Linda Rondo
formerly of
Cut Above

lot Appoirnmerrs:
-338-1126

HAIR STUDIO

ARE vaggranpABouT
ts-e

Come to an informational
presentation by

KATHLEEN C. SLOAN
Asst. Prof. of Gyn. and Ob.

Sposnored by the Reproduction
Rights Alliance of JHU

WED. APRIL 13
8:00 P.M.

Garrett Room, MSE Library

Child Care Provided
For further information call 243-5360 or 467-2484.

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS

CALL 332-4150

1..S. Visas, petitions, and appeals
labor cerlitkaiiun

Defense against Deportation
KO:alive Petitions

U.S. Citizenship

Gordon and Heneson P.A.
Blaustein Building

One North Charles Street

Baltimore, MD 21201

e

New Customers: $3 off any
haircut with our new stylist
Natalie. Ask for her! This
offer is good only Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.

IF CUTTING
YOUR COLORING
HAIR PERMS
ISN'T BODY

BECOMING WAVES
'TO YOU, 3120

YOU St. Paul St
SHOULD 235-0741

BE COMING Open Tues -
TO US Saturday

Hair
Unlimited
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Albee Continues: The Death of Bessie Smith, Freud, and Lolita. . .
quite interesting.
N-L: Do you do that when you go to coll-eges'?
.ALBEE: Sometimes. I'd rather do a reading than

a ecture; it's more interesting for me.
N-L: Have you ever taught a writing class?
,iILBEE: No; you can't teach that. When I do

workshops 1 wing it every time, depending upon the
sophistical IOU. the experience, what people want to
do.
N-L: Have you ever been a visiting professor at

a university?
ALBEE: I've done some month-long residencies'

cont. from p. 15
important that I want somebody to exit, then I say

"Exit:" if I think it's terribly important bra visual
effect that one person be standing over the oilier,
then I'll indicate that. But I've found over the
years—and it's fairl interesting—that naturally
enough most actors start moving pretty much the
way I imagined they would. Which must mean that
it's contained in the dialogue. pretty sure of
this.
N-L: That's interesting. That was something that

hung me up all the time, because when I'd tr to
write a play—and I'm a very inexperienced person
at this-1 would labor over how to have a character
move, where he would move, where he would go.
I would get caught up on those minor details.
ALBEE: Don't worry about it too much. II

you're right, they'll stay on stage until you tell them
to get off. Most actors prefer to be on stage rather
than off.
N-L: Have ott ever been approached to write an

,creenplays? .
AL/31:L: Yeah. One of the studios bought The

Death of Bes-sie Smith. I wrote a two-hour
screenplay for that, which theN decided was far too
violent, and it was never done. But I don't like
writing screenplays, because it's not a writer's
medium. I'd rather direct a film than write it.
N-L: Have you ever done any directing of films?
ALBEE: No.
N-L: .Do you see that in your future somewhere?
IL/ILL: Probably not. Having said that I'm sure

next year I'll be directing one. .1-he trouble with
writing tor film is that you're a field hand, you're
not sour own boss. l'he director and the producer
and the stars are rewriting screenplays all the time.
I he writer's not lung. I'd rather be stuck with my
own mistakes than other people's.

VI.: What about acting? You did some when
you were younger.
AL/iLL.: Yeah. not bad; I could go on stage

in some of the roles I've written, I suppose.
N-/.: Have you ever acted in our own plays?
AL BEE: No, I don't want to. I do readings from

tilav s now and again. \ nd actors tell me that they're

now incl then. I usually direct a play, or something
like that.
N-L: So academia is not really for you.
AL/ILL: No, I don't think I'd ever like to teach,

so to speak. Simply because I can tell everybody
everything I know about the theater in half an hour.
What would I do for the rest of the semester'?
N-L: Are you familiar with Freud? I'm just

curious.
ALBEE: Freud, Marx, all those guys, sure. Fairly

important in twentieth century thinking.
N-L: One can make certain assumptions, take a

Freudian stand for some of your characters.
ALBEE: The fact that he happened means that

one can't ignore the fact that he happened; and all
of one's responses are conditioned by one's
knowledge of it, whether you like it or not. It's like
somebody now and again asks me, "Are you an ex-
istentialist'?" We live in a post-existentialist world.
And so it's inevitable that one is influenced by it.
N-L: You've written a number of adaptations.

What's the distinction between writing your own
play and adapting someone else's work to the stage?
AL/ILL: When you do an adaptation, you have

to be two people; when you write your own play,
you just have to be one.
N-L: Is it more difficult to do an adaptation?
ALBEE: It's different.
N-L: Why do you have to be . two people'?
ALBEE: You have to be the original author and

ourself.

N-L: How can you be the original author'?
ALBEE: You shouldn't do an adaptation unless
o u can be.
N-L: But from what you've been saying, you con-

ceive of something in a singular way that nobody
else can reproduce. Isn't that true of the author of
a novel?
AL/ILL: Considering the success of my adapta-

tions, it may well he true.
N-L: I didn't mean to...insinuate...
ALBEE [laughs]: I don't know... You have to

try to know thcewnL on p.8orkyou'7adapting so well thaty 
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The Graduate Representative Organization, The Dean of Students and the Alumni Association.
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Edward A: Who's Afraid of Critics? • . . Naturalistic Third Arms
cont. from p. /7

you can try to think like the original author, and
yet write like yourself at the same time.
N-L: And that poses a lot of difficulties, I

imagine.
ALBEE: Yeah. You have to be true to the

original without being slavish•to it.
N-L: I don't know very much about how Lolila

went.
ALBEE: It was a very good play. It was

destroyed by its star, its director and its producer.
N-L: Were you involved with the production at

all?
ALBEE: Unfortunately. I'll get it on again th(

way I wrote it; the fault was not mine.
N-L: One critic, in considering George's story

about the "bergin" and the young man who killed
his parents in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,
said: "The play suffers in this instance from a lack
of clarity," because it was never made clear if this

was a fabrication, part of one of the games, or if
it Was really George himself who had beet-
.responsible.

ALBEE: The critic in that instance suffers from

the lack of respect for ambiguity.
N-L: Yes. I was just going to say that I though

the most improtant element was the ambiguity.
ALBEE: Of course. The critic was just being ob-

tuse. Probably trained in I bsenism. The ambiguity
was quite intentional. We have to put up with the
critics.
N-L: Do you still have a feud going on with th(

critics?
ALBEE: I don't talk about them anymore.
N-L: You've made your stand, and that's it?
ALBEE: No, there's nothing to be done. It's like

herpes.
N-L: When did you first decide to approach the

drama?
ALBEE: When I wrote The Zoo Story.
N-L: That was the first attempt—the first real

attempt?
ALBEE: Yeah; first real one.

N-L: Were you heading in that direction, do you
think?
ALBEE: I must have been, or I wouldn't have

done it.
N-L: Did you make a conscious decision, after

having failed, in your own estimation, with poetry
and novels, to try to write a play?
ALBEE: I must have obviously made a decision

to write a play, or I wouldn't have written The Zoo
Story. But I don't recall what I decided. Things hap-
pen to me; I discover what decisions I've made bN
acting on them, and then I'm aware that I've ob-
viously made a decision to do something.
N-L: What's your new play about? Can you just

give me an idea?
ALBEE: It's about a man who grew a third arm.
N-L: From where?
ALBEE: Middle of his back. And he became very

powerful and very famous and then the arm went
away.
N-L: What kind of style is it written in?
ALBEE: It's a naturalistic play. -
N-L: How do you do it on the stage? Do you have

an arm coming out of his back?
ALBEE: What's the title?
N-L: The Man Who Had Three Arms. So he

doesn't have it any more.
ALBEE: Makes it easier.
N-L: Do you like directing?
ALBEE: No; it must be one of the world's most

boring occupations. Oh God, so tedious. It's in:
teresting, though. Boring and interesting at the same
time.
N-L: Do you get a different insight into your own

work while you're directing your own work? I
brought that up earlier—
ALBEE: I don't know. Probably. I'm certainl

more aware of what works and what doesn't work
and where my excesses are. And I'm more ruthless
with me as an author than I would permit any other
director to be.
N-L: Any movies in recent years strike you as

particularly good works of art?

ALBEE: The Wrath of God by Werner
Herzog. That's the best picture I've seen in years.
N-L: American film is pretty bad, huh?
ALBEE: I don't like them very much. I suppose

there are some that are mildly diverting. Diner
wasn't bad, for example. But most American pic-
tures are pretty dreary.
N-L: Most American theater is pretty dreary, too.
ALBEE: That's true.
N-L: So what does one do?
ALBEE: One writes one's own.

The Student Council Committee on
Career Advising

presents a

FORUM ON PROFESSIONALS
IN BUSINESS AND FINANCE

The speakers include a representative from:

Alex, Brown and Co.

4:00 P.M., Tuesday, April 12
Glass Pavilion

Refreshments will be served.



Dressel becomes Hopkins star

Transfers Provide Added Power For Jay Lacrosse
BY BRUCE SOLITAR

Why would a lacrosse player
want to leave one school and
give up a year of eligibility to
play for Hopkins? "I'm not
really sure why they transfer,"
says Coach Henry Ciccarone,
"but year after year, many fine
athletes leave the college or
university they originally chose
to be at Homewood."

In recent years, many of the
Blue Jay's greatest players have
been transfers. One of the best
was Bob DeSimone. A 'first-
team All-American midfielder,
DeSimone transferred from
Navy and was a key part of
Hopkins' 1978 championship
team. He was selected, upon

a graduation, to the all-time JHU
team. Another member of the
all-time Hopkins squad who
began his collegiate career
elsewhere is Scott Baugher.
Baugher, an All-American in
both 1978 and 1979, came to
Hopkins from Washington and
Lee. Brendan Schneck,
Hopkins' ninth all-time leading
goal scorer, member of the all-
time team, two-time All-
American midfielder for
Hopkins, and 1979's Player of
the Year, entered Johns
Hopkins after spending two
years at Navy, where he also

pave

was an All-American. In addi-
.ion, Brendan's brother, Lance

Schneck, a second-team All-
American, came to Hopkins
after first playing at Adelphi.

A year ago, Del Dressel, a

midfielder on this year's Blue
Jay team, transferred from

Harvard. And this past year,
four players transferred to

Hopkins from other schools

They are John Tucker, a mid-

fielder from Towson State;

Geoff Nordberg, an attackman

who first went to Maryland;

Steve Mutscheller, a middie,

also from Maryland; and Dave

Castle, a transfer from Drexel.

It would be hard to come up

with just one reason why so
many great lacrosse players

:ransfer to Hopkins. But main-

y it comes down to two factors:

academic excellence and the

lacrosse tradition at Hopkins.

"Lacrosse being the primary
sport at Hopkins, with the great

exposure given to it, is a major

reason the players want to

:ransfer here. Many have

,riends at Hopkins and they

find out from them what
Hopkins lacrosse is all about,"
says Coach Ciccarone. "But it's
more than this, the academic
excellence influences many of
them. They realize the clout of
a Hopkins degree."
Many of the transfers to

Hopkins were originally
recruited by the Blue Jays, but
decided on other schools. Says
Ciccarone, "But when one of
our recruits decides on a dif-
ferent college, the relationship
is severed in good faith. We tell
them Hopkins is still available.
They leave with a good taste in
their mouths."

When a player decides he
wants to transfer to Hopkins,
he must make the first contact.
Once the individual does this,

• it is necessary for Hopkins to
receive a letter from the
school's Athletic Director giving
Hopkins permission to talk
with the player. Ciccarone says
that most schools are
cooperative in this regard.
"They don't want to keep a
player against his will," says
the coach.
Upon receiving the letter, the

prospective transfer comes tc
Hopkins for a tour and inter
view. If the player is happy witl
Hopkins, he will then apply.

Castle
According to NCAA rules, a

student-athlete transferring
from one school to another is
ineligible to compete in athletics
the year he transfers. However,
as players are permitted five
years in which to play four of
lacrosse, they still maintain the
full number of eligible years.
During the season in which the
player is ineligible to compete,
he usually will play club

Geoff Nordberg

lacrosse and remain involved
with the Hopkins program on

as part-time basis.
Though Del Dressel, a

sophomore midfielder on this

year's Hopkins' team, was
originally recruited by Hop-

kins, he didn't even apply here.
"When I graduated from high
school," says Dressel, "I real-
ly wanted to go away to school.
It came down to a choice be-
tween North Carolina or Har-
vard, and I chose Harvard."
But Dressel realized after spend-
ing some time at Harvard that
he had made a mistake. "Hav-
ing grown up in Baltimore, and
having gone to high school
right here at Gilman, I watch-
ed Hopkins for a long time. I
realized I was missing a lot.
Before I hadn't realized how
important it was to play
lacrosse at Hopkins."

Dressel transferred to Hopkins
in the middle of his freshman
year. To keep in shape Dressel
played for the Mt. Washington 2,
Lacrosse Club. "It was a good 75,4
experience," says Del, "but I'm E
learning so much more this
VPq r

Dressel has lit in well on his
year's Hopkins squad. From 19s
his midfield position, Wessel cf..
has accumulated eight goals,
se\ en assists and 21 ground
halls in the first five ga MC
The most experienced of the

four players transferring this
year is John Tucker. Tucker
played three years at Towson
State, where he was an honor--
able-mention All-American
midfielder, before coming to
Hopkins. Tucker originally
went to Navy, but a bad kidney
forced him to leave the Naval
Academy early in his freshman
year. He then decided to attend
Towson, where he quickly be-
came a star player.

This past summer John played
lacrosse with Henry Ciccarone,
Jr., son of the Hopkins' coach.
After talking with Henry, he
.Jecided to transfer to Hopkins.
-Academics played a big part
in my decision," says Tucker.
"Lacrosse doesn't last forever."
After obtaining a "release
form" from Towson Coach
Carl Runk, John talked to a
number of the Hopkins coaches
and players. He was then sure
he wanted to transfer.
So far, Tucker says he is

"happy with everything." John
plays for the Mt. Washington
Lacrosse Club, which he calls
"a good learning experience,"
and practices twice a week with
the Hopkins team, mimicking
the offense of the Jays oppo-
nent for that week. Though
Tucker has gone from a school
where he was a big star to one
in which he will just be one of
many great players on a team,
he doesn't mind this. In fact,
Tucker feels that it is more im-
portant to be part of a team
that does well. "Though
Towson was a great ex-
perience," says Tucker, "I'm
glad to be here."

Another of the four fine
lacrosse transfers to Hopkins
this past year is Steve
Mutscheller. A midfielder
from Loyola High School,
Matscheller was recruited by
Hopkins, but like Dressel, he
decided he wanted to go away
to school and so chose Mary-
land. Yet Mutsheller wasn't
really happy at Maryland. "It

Also transferring from
Maryland is Geoff Nordberg.
An attackman from Dulaney
High School, Nordberg, who
left Maryland after his
freshman yew, should be an
important player for the Jays in
coming years.
Dave Castle, from Philadel-

phia, is the fourth of the Jay
transfers. Castle went to high
school at Lawrenceville Prep in
New Jersey, where he was an

was a little too big," says
Mutscheller, "and besides, I
grew up around here. Hopkins
lacrosse was a big part of my
life." Though he did consider
transferring to North Carolina
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outstanding midfielder.
Though he was recruited by
Hopkins, Dave's grades were a
it low, and he was not admit-
ed. Castle got a scholarship to
Drexel, where he not only ex-

Del Dressel

for a time, Mutscheller decid-
ed on Hopkins with little hesita
tion. "A lot had to do with
academics," says Steve. "School-
work is taken more seriously
here, and I wanted that. Besides,
there's nothing like Hopkins
lacrosse, and the coaching is so
good."

This semester Mutscheller is
playing for the Chesapeake
Lacrosse Club, as well as work-
ing out twice a week with Hop-
kins. He feels that practicing
with Hopkins and playing the
opponent's offense has helped
him since it "gives a chance to
try different things."

Mutscheller is really enjoying
Hopkins, though the adjust-
ment has been great, especially
academically. "It's much
harder academically; there's a
lot more studying."

celled on the lacrosse field, but
also academically. Beside being
among the nation's leaders in
assists, Dave's fine grades
allowed him to transfer to
Hopkins.

It was not until this summer
liat Castle decided to transfer,
but says Castle, "I'm really
glad I did."
Though Castle's main moti-

vation for coming to Hopkins
was "to win a lacrosse cham-
pionship," other factors en-
tered into it. He liked the size
of the school, the area, and its
lcademic reputation.

Like the others, Castle is
playing club lacrosse, for Mt.
Washington, and practicing
twice a week with the Blue Jays.
Though he finds Hopkins much
more academically competitive,
he enjoys the challenge. "At

John Tucker
Drexel they teach you econom-
ics, here they teach you how to
be an economist," says Castle.
There are a number of rea-

sons that student-athletes trans-
fer to Hopkins. Yet one thing
is clear, it keeps happening year
after year. And almost all agree
they made the right choice.
Say Dressel and Musscheller,
"Of all those who have trans-
ferred, we don't think any have
regrets."
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Unless treateapropeily...
Shin Splints Can Progress To Stress Fractures

BY BILL BERNSTEIN "The nuclear medicine bone stress fracture becomes virtual- fracture, the athlete can be properly treated shin splints can

scan is the only acceptable ly a confirmed one," Matirc treated specifically for shin progress into serious stress

Improper diagnosis of shin technique," noted MacDonald. explained. splints. In treating shin splints, fractures.

splints and stress fractures by a "The only way to determine if The bone scan, performed in though, many physicians fail to "Most people start with shin

great number of doctors and someone has a stress fracture or a hospital nuclear medicine recognize the existence of a splint symptoms—tendonitis—

trainers is causing unnecessary shin splints is with a bone department on an out-patient biomechanical problem, usually which progress to myositis, or

pain for many athletes through- scan." basis, involves the intravenous pronation—a rolling in of the inflammation of the muscles.

out the country, according to injection of a radioactive tracer patient's foot. This can develop into periostitis,

Neil MacDonald, education di- Stress fractures develop when drug into the patient. This pro- "Shin splints are usually inflammation of the bone,

rector at the Union Memorial the athlete engages in vigorous cedure entails a minimal amount caused by poor foot mechanics," which leads to a stress frac-

Hospital Sports Medicine repetitive activity and applies of radiation which is equivalent said MacDonald. "With a ture," explained MacDonald.

Center. more stress to his leg than his to several X-ray films. The minor biomechanical adjust- Once a patient acquires a

"If you treat it right, there's muscles and bones can handle, tracer contains a tagged chemi- ment through putting inserts in stress fracture, the best and on-

no problem," said MacDonald. "This can happen to a highly cal drug which collects only in the shoe, we can usually elimi- ly proven method of treatment

But if you treat it incorrectly, conditioned athlete, even though the bone. nate the shin splints within a is rest. Athletes must discon-

you're asking for trouble. he or she may have been play- week. By eliminating the bio- tinue competition in order to
ing the sport for years," ex- mechanical problem, you take eliminate the pounding on their

To start with, many physi- plained Dr. Joseph Matire of the stress away and allow the 'feet so their injury can heal.

clans are unable to tell whether the Sports Medicine Center. "A tendons to heal." "There are documented cases

a patient has shin splints or t particularly' \ ulnerable time is Unfortunately, many physi- of people who have tried to run

more serious stress tract tire. training Ctinp. If an athlete lays cians are not well versed in through stress fractures," said

Determining this difference is off a sport for several months sports medicine or biomech- MacDonald. "But they can

vital to the treatment. Shin ttid then suirts a rigorous con- anics. MacDonald, who is also delay the healing process, turn

splints can often he knocked ditioning program, part of his physical therapist and trainer at it into a chronic injury or even

out within a week or two while or her body may not he able to the Sports Medicine Center, snap the bone."

stress fractures can persist for handle the transition and a feels that doctors who do not With nuclear medicine bone

more than a month. stress fracture may develop." see a lot of these types of in- scans stress fractures can be

Untortunately, the symp- Stress fractures, also known juries often do not consider caught in their beginning stages

toms ol stress fractures and as fatigue fractures, are so sub- biomechanics. "Probably less as shin splints. With early

shin splints are similar, both in- tie that, initially, they are than 50 percent of physicians in detection and proper treatment

volving lower leg pain. Although beneath the resolution of X-ra, general are aware of the bio- the athlete can avoid serious

the pain tends t6he inure local- film. Thus, a far superior alter- "While any bone in the body mechanical problems involved problems. It all lies in evalua-

ited with stress fractures, it is nati‘e than X-rays is the nu- will accumulate this tracer, a with stress fractures and shin tion of the foot's biomechanics.

often impossible to tell the (lit- clear medicine bone scan. region that has increased blood splints," he said. So, if you have lower leg pain

ference between the two by "The bone scan is more sen- flow or metabolic activities will While shin splints can usual- and suspect a stress fracture or

physical examination or X-Fay. stitVC than X-rays, and can appear abnormal under thc ly be treated quickly and suc- shin splints, make sure your

However, a new and useful make early diagnosis of frac- detector camera," Mat ire cessfully, stress fractures can physician looks into your foot's

method is now a ailable to help titres and other bone problems noted. become long, drawn-out af- biomechanics. As MacDonald

the physician e‘aluate difficult before they become evident on Once the exact type of injury fairs. Also, according to put it, "a mistake has been

orthopedic problems: the nu- plain films. Once the radiologist is diagnosed, a proper course of Stephen Baitch, footwear and made if your biomechanics

clear medicine bone scan sees a 'hot spot' in the bone treatment can be determined. If biomechanical specialist at the haven't been thoroughly eval-

technique. scan, the suspected diagnosis of the bone scan rules out a stress Sports Medicine Center, im- uated."

Spring Fling '83
Friday, April 15

9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Live Music with the Showmen

Mary Fisher Lawn • Free Admission

Saturday, April 16

10 a.m. Goucher and non-Goucher booths
11 a.m. Food and Beer booths

1 p.m.-5 p.m. Hot Steel

Lacrosse Game—Goucher vs. Mount St. Mary,

Clowns, Scavenger Hunt, Balloons, Rides

StodS

Acivao
tages

ot 
1001 St. 

caux

You're going to be in Baltimore for several years and you'd like

something more to show for it than rent receipts.

You're living in a dingy, over-priced apartment with arctic temp-

eratures and tap-dancing cockroaches so noisy you can't study.

You're determined to become a tycoon, and would like to start

your real estate empire now. And maybe even be your own

first tenant.

If any of the above are true, then you should be looking at the bright,

beautiful condominiums of 1001 St. Paul, priced from $26,900 with

great 10 7/8% fixed rate financing.

Located within minutes of Baltimore's universities and hospitals,

1001 St. Paul offers the solid peace and quiet of 1920's construction.

And its totally rehabilitated with luxurious 1980's comfort, including

all new kitchens, baths, appliances, and carpeting. Even a rooftop

hot tub, where you can relax with a good book.

If you can't swing the financing on your own, talk to your family

about the tax and investment advantages, both short term and long

term. And ask about our Rent/Purchase plan, which lets you live for

free for up to 3 months while your monthly fee is credited towards

your down payment.

Besides having first rate financing and paying most of the clos-

ing costs, 1001 St. Paul offers you a special gift at settlement time:

your choice of a video recorder, a one-year membership in the
Downtown Athletic Club, or $400 toward your decorating costs.

1001 St. Paul—livable, lovable, affordable. Come visit us from

Friday through Tuesday from noon WI 6:00 p.m. Or call 685-8600.

Brokers welcome. E.H.O.

1001 1001 St. Paul—
SIN" the most affordable
io I condominiums in Baltimore City

30 year fixed rate
financing (APR II 'A%
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Laxers travel to NC tomorrow
Krumenacker Leads Jays To 12-6 Romp Over UVa

BY STAN TOZER
AND PAT GILLIS

Bring the fourth-ranked
Virginia Cavaliers to Home-
wood Field and a hard-hitting
well-orchestrated battle is
bound to issue. Pounding shots
and excellent stick work helped-
the 5700 fans forget the rather
dismal weather. The Jays' ten-
acious defense and a silkened
transition game baffled the
Cavaliers.

find the mark three more times
to make the score 4-2 at the
half.
Scrappy play in the initial

moments of the third quarter
gave the Cavaliers momentum
and pulled them to within one
goal of Hopkins. Coming off
the penalty, stealing a pass, and
driving the full length of the
field, John Krumenacker re-
gained the momentum for the
Jays as he afforded Peter Scott
a goal after Scott scooped up

kction around Virginia goal.

Twenty-two seconds into the
first half, Bill Cantelli put the
Blue Jays on the board, only to
be answered by two Virginia
goals, putting the Jays behind
for the first time this year. The
remainder of the halt' saw a
much slower and deliberate
pace. But Hopkins was able to

the rebound from Krumen-
acker's deflected shot.

The next five minutes were
all Hopkins as the Jays scored.
five unanswered goals. Coach
Ciccarone's long practices paid
off as fine screens, positioning,
passes and moves tickled the
twines four more times. The

We're Number Two!
BY BILL BERNSTEIN

Although Johns Hopkin
ripped Virginia 12-6 last Satur-
day, the Jays were relegated to
the second-place ranking in this
week's Division 1 coaches' poll.

Former non-entity Syracuse (5-0)
claimed the number-one rank-
ing, edging out Hopkins by just
four points.

Coaches Lacrosse Poll

# Team Record

1 Syracuse 5-0
2 JHU 5-0
3 Maryland 4-1
4 Army 4-0
5 Cornell 3-0
6 Virginia 4-1
7 U. Mass. 1-0
8 UNC 2-2
9 Penn 5-1
10 Hofstra 3-2
11 UNH 3-0
12 Rutgers 3-2
13 UMBC 3-3
14 Princeton 2-2
15 Towson St. 4-1

Pts.

147
143
117
113
108
107
93
86
66
55
43
36
24
16
13

Syracuse demolished twelfth-
ranked Rutgers 21-13 to win

their fifth consecutive game last

week. Many lacrosse observers

are perplexed by the fact that

Syracuse moved from number

two to number one by defeating

the twelth-ranked team while

Hopkins.fell from number one

to number two after beating
sixth-ranked Virginia (ranked

fourth last week). The uncer-

tainties should be cleared up
this week as Hopkins travels to

North Carolina (Ch. 2, 4:30

p.m. Taped delay)and Virginia
hosts third rated Maryland.
The Terrapins (4-1) handed

the defending champion Tar
Heels their second loss of the
season last week by a score of
11-9. A College Park crowd of
6500 saw their team jump out
to a 6-3 halftime lead. The Ter-
rapins, who never trailed, out-
shot North Carolina 49-34 to
claim the number-three rank-
ing. The Tar Heels are now
ranked eighth.

In other action last week,
unknown Massachusettes wal-
loped Carolina-killer Hobart,
11-4, to jump to number seven
in the rankings, and ninth-
ranked U. of Pennsylvania top-
ped Harvard 12-7.
Also, Navy traveled to

Princeton to lose their fourth
game of the season, 14-12. The
unranked Middies (3-4) were
leading 10-4 at halftime but
choked, allowing 10 goals in the
second half. Navy hosts arch-
rival Army in Annapolis at 2:00
p.m. Saturday.

Fourth-ranked Army (4-0)
knocked off tenth-ranked Hof-
stra (3-2) last Saturday. Emerg-
ing from the first quarter with
a 4-3 lead, Army shut their op-
ponent out for the remainder of
the game and came away with
a 9-3 victory. The Jays will host
Army a week from Saturday in
the Hopkins Centennial Day
Game.

Current Blue Jay scoring
leaders are Peter Scott (13
goals, 5 assists), John Krumen-
acker (6 goals, 10 assists), Del
Dressel (8 goals, 7 assists) and
Bill Cantelli(11  goals, 3
assists).

Cavaliers never recovered after
this surge and Hopkins saun-
tered to a 12-6 victory.

Del Dressel was able to
match his scoring total from the
four previous games by scoring
four goals. Cantelli and Scott
added three each. To round out
the scoring, Rob Lord netted
one, as did Krumenacker, along
with his five assists. Eight of the
12 goals were scored by the
midfield, as described by Coach
Ciccarone, "as strong as we
have ever had."

Syracuse, despite this Hop-
kins victory, rose to the
number-one spot in the rank-
ings as Hopkins slipped to
number two. The team remains
unaffected by this ranking as
Coach Ciccarone has told the
team so often, "the only rank-
ing that makes a difference is
the one at the end of the year."

The team travels to its first
away game against' the North
Carolina Tar Heels this week-
end. Despite their deceptive 3-2
record, following a loss to
Maryland last weekend, the
Tar Heels are the defending Na-
tional Champions. Hopkins is
up for the game and expects it

to be one drivin' and jivin',
movin' and groovin', jumpin'
And bumpin' contest.

Coach Ciccarone feels confi-
dent and says "I am pleased
with where we are now. The
team has a very businesslike
and unselfish attitude."

Brain Holman leaps lor errant shot.

35% OFF SKIING
AT SNOWSHOE.
Rath Almost Heaven!

To make great skiing even bette
we're taking 35% off the price of lifts,
lodging, lessons and rentalsEvery
day from March 21 to the season's end

So for late season savings on big
mountain skiing, its Almost Heaven
at Snowshoe, call 304-799-6762_

Snovvshocto( )UN !AIN RESOR1
Box 10, Snowshoe, West Virginia 26209

tO

d 414IoiLt„,tovo,e„Loy Today's dreams can become tomorrow's

,c& reality. If you're a college- graduate with
a degree in any engineering discipline, you can

help make these dreams come true.
As an Air Force engineer, you'll use state-of-the-art
equipment to develop new. concepts ... explore new
theories ... design new approaches to tomorrow's tech-
nology. And as an officer, you'll enjoy a starting
salary of over $17,500, 30 days vacation with pay, and
comprehensive medical and dental care.
We can help you start your career, and you can help us

shape tomorrow's technology today. SEE YOUR AIR FORCE
RECRUITER TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.

AM Hal
Sgt. Michael Hicks R59-845
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Hurley predicts • • •

Orioles And White Sox Will Come Out On Top
BY ANDREW HURLEY'

AL EAST
I. Baltimore—It should be
another close race this year be-
tween the Orioles and the Brew-
ers. Both will be returning with
basically the same teams. What
the Brewers lose in Vukovich
they gain with Sutton. The big
factor could be Rollie Fingers.
lingers' absence could be just
what the Orioles need to put
them over the edge. Baltimore's
biggest problem is Father Time.
The Orioles have several players
who are reaching the age where
good seasons are no longer
guaranteed. .lim Palmer, Ken
Singleton and Al Bumbry are
all over 35. On the bright side,
however, the Orioles can count
on improvements in the pitch-
ing department with the addi-
tion of some good-looking
youngsters. Eddie Murray keeps
getting better with eery year.
and the O's have enough out-
fielders to find three who can
perform well with consistency.
Look for Mike Flanagan to
regain his 1979 form this year.

2. Milwaukee—Everyone
knows about the Brewers' hit-
ting. Their offense should be
just as good this year. The big
question marks concern their
pitching, and while their for-

midable hitting will be suffi-
cient to get them into a pennant
race, an unhealthy pitching
staff may prevent them from
going all the way this year.

3. Toronto—Dave Stieb, Jim
Clancy and Luis Leal are enough
to make any team a competitor.
A mediocre offense, however,
will prevent the Blue Jays from
posing a serious threat to either
Baltimore or Milwaukee.

4. Boston—The addition of
Tony Armas may give the Red
Sox the best outfield in the ma-
jor leagues. slim Rice, Dwight
Evans, along with Armas and
back-up Rick Miller, are strong
on defense and offense. No
base runner in his right mine'
will try to take an extra base on
any of those arms. Boston's
problem is starting pitching.
After Dennis Lckersley and
John Tudor, there's nobody.
Southpaws Bob Ojeda and Bruce
Hurst failed to meet expecta-
tions. Perhaps they will do bet-
ter this year. Although Carl
Yastrzemski started off strong-
ly in 1982, he finished with a
whimper. This will probably be
Yaz's last season. Someone to
watch out for in Boston's future
is right-handed pitcher, Oil Can
Boyd; he may not be a super-
star, but what a name!

PINE BROOK CHINESE RESTAURAN
Northern and Szechuan Style Cuisine

1011 W. 36th Street
Baltimore, Maryland
467-2499

nv spend so much money for a meal at the
other restaurants! Go to the Vow Restaurant
check and compare, vou will find not onlv that

Voti save a lot,
hut you also get the real thing! All priced liclow
*5.00.

Open daily 5:00-11:00 p.m.

ICELANDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE

TO EUROPE
 LUX211 9R G 

FROM
NEW YORK

4199 *539
FROM

BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

FROM
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares April 1-April 30. 1453 7-60 day stay. 14 day advance purchase required.

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
• Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, DusstIdorf,
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim. Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. • Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. • Free wine with dinner,
cognac after.
Icelandair to Luxembourg Luxair connecting service to other destinations
(Chicago-Midweek Fare I Purchase tickets in U.S. All tares subject to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call 500/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in
your area.

AlwICELANDAIRpr
NOW MORE THAN EVER YOUR IEST VALUE TO EUROPE

5. New York—The Yankees.
will be coming back with the
big bats this year. King George
realized that his speed plan
didn't work so he went out and
bought two sluggers: Don
Baylor and Steve Kemp. These
moves should boost the Yank's
run production, but what about
pitching? Tommy John's gone,
Rudy May is an old man, Dave
Righetti has been a disappoint-
nent, and Rick Reuschel lost
his arm. Well, they still have
Guidry and Gossage. The abun-
dance of southpaws may give
the Yanks trouble facing teams
with lots of right-handed swing-
ers on the road.

6. Detroit—The Tigers nave
several outstanding players:
pitcher Jack Morris, catcher
Lance Parrish and outfielder
Larry Herndon. After that,
most of the players are average
(except in the bullpen where
they're lousy.) The Tigers may
do better than sixth place,
however, if players such as
Chet Lemon, Kirk Gibson and
Alan Trammel show improve-
ment over last season.

7. Cleveland—This team is
hurtin'. Part of its problem is
that it's playing in the toughest
division in the majors. There
were three American League
teams with worse ERAs than
the Indians last year; they were
all in the Western division. Six
teams hit worse than Cleveland;
four were in the West. Cleve-
land is a team with many holes.
They are weak up the middle
(except for second base); with
Von Hayes gone, the outfield is
mediocre at best. Rick Sutcliffe
was a pleasant surprise on the
mound last year, but Len Barker
was somewhat of a disappoint-
ment. Unless Cleveland can
switch places with a Western
division team, Indian fans will
have to have patience.

AL WEST

I. Chicago—The White Sox
have the best pitching staff in
the Western division, perhaps
the best in the American Lea-
gue. The acquisition of AL
strikeout king Floyd Bannister
solidifies an already superb
starting staff which features

Mike Flanagan

Lamarr Hoyt (most wins AL,
1982) and Britt Burns (third
highest won-loss percentage,
1982.) Richard Dotson, Dennis
Lamp and Jerry Koosman are
more than adequate back up
starters. Any bullpen with
Salome Barojas, Dick Tidrow,
and Kevin Hickey (all with
ERAs below 3.60) is in fine
shape. The Chisox offense is
slightly above average. The loss
of Steve Kemp and Ron Letlore
(assuming he remains suspend-
ed by manager LaRussa) will
hurt a bit. These losses may be
offset, however, if rookie Ron
Kittle meets all expectations.

OLD ICE CREAM
FASHIONED PARLOUR

FEATURING BARRICINI ICE CREAM

MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE & SPLIT

UNLIMITED TOPPING BAR

ICE CREAM CAKES MADE TO ORDER

345 E. 33rd St.

467-1014

OPEN 7 DAYS
I 1 AM-12 MID

1777 MI:17 7,7 Tril 17 73 7177 1
I GET NEXT SUNDAE AT 1/2 PRICE
L GOOD ON THIS VISIT OR NEXT ...

Kittle may develop into one ot
the league's premier power hit-
ters and is the top candidate for
the AL rookie of the year.
Another player to watch out
For this season is Marylander
Harold Baines.

2. Kansas City—The Royals
have no problems offensively;
in fact, their team batting
average topped Milwaukee's.
The pitching is not terribly
good. Vida Blue is inconsistent
and Larry Gura and Dennis
Leonard won their games last
year on KC's hitting, not their
pitching.

3. California—Another great
hitting, mediocre pitching ball
club. They topped the Western
division last year because many
of their pitchers performed far
above their normal abilities.
Geoff Zahn, Bruce Kison and
Ken Forsch all had unusually
good years. If these pitchers
perform as poorly in 1983 as
they usually do, the Angels will
not repeat last year's success.
Look for Tommy John to have
a lousy year in 1983.

4. Oakland—The big question
for the A's is whether any of
their star pitchers of 1980 and
1981 can make a comeback.
Could Billy have really burned
out all those young arms?
Oakland's offense should be
slightly improved this year with
the acquisition of' Carney
Lansford and the initiation Of
rookie outfielder Mike Davis
who will take the place of Tony
Armas (who didn't hit so well
last year, anyway.)

5. Seattle—The Mariners sur-
prised everyone last year with a
fourth-place finish. The loss of
their ace, Floyd Bannister,
should be enough to push them
back a notch this year. Gaylord
Perry seems to be heading
downhill, the condition of Jim
Beattie's arm is questionable,
and Mike Moore has been a
disappointment. The only pitch
ing Seattle can be happy about
is in the bullpen. The Mariner's
offense remains weak.

6. Texas—This team is in sad
shape. The only thing Texas
can be happy about is that they
are in the same division as Min-
nesota. Buddy Bell remains the
only Ranger who performs well
with any consistency. The
Rangers' primary problem in
recent years has been then
management. They consistent-
ly trade away promising young-
sters for dead wood (Ron Darl-
ing and Walt Terrell to the Mets
for Lee Mazzilli last year, for
example.)

7. Minnesota—At least the
Twins have a lot of young
players, some of whom are pro-
mising. At certain times last
year the Twins had 15 rookies
on their roster. Kent Hrbeck
and Tom Brunansky look par-
ticularly good. It will be awhile,
however, until Minnesota es-
capes the cellar.
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Joe Duncan: A Winner On and Off the Track
BY JANICE BRILL

"Total involvement" is a
way of life for scholar-athlete
Joe Duncan, who has continued
both pursuits through to the
graduate-school level and
believes he is a better person
because of it.
As a third-year graduate stu-

dent in the Romance Languages
Department, Joe is a teaching
assistant for Advanced Inter-
mediate Spanish. He is also
employed part time by Gilman
High School as a Spanish
teacher in the upper school
(grades 9-12). Last spring he
was sprinting coach for the
Hopkins men's track team and
now runs far the Electric Light
Running Club of Baltimore.
A native Costa Rican, Joe

came to the United States in
1962. He attended Xaverian
High School in New York, and
began running as a freshman
there. He graduated from Dart-
mouth in 1978 as a disciple of
John Rassias, who is famous
for his innovative approach to
teaching foreign languages. Ac-
cording to the Rassias method,
teachers provoke students to
learn by emotionally involving
them in an active learning pro-
cess with much student-teacher
interaction.
"I'm very opinionated in

class," says Joe. "It makes the
class more interesting and it
gets students involved and

speaking the language."
At Dartmouth Joe also found

time to run track. He par-
ticipated in all the sprinting
events from the quarter mile
down. His 52.2 second inter-
mediate hurdle record, which
he set his senior year, still
stands.

Joe Duncan: In class...

When Joe left Dartmouth,
Gilman High School was look-
ing for a Spanish teacher and a
track coach. Joe, qualified on
both counts and discovered
Gilman through the Teacher's
Resource Company search ser-
vice. The job was his and Joe
lived a "bucolic existence" for
two years until he decided to
continue his education.

Joe inquired about Hopkins'
graduate Spanish program

when he was a housemaster in
the dorms for a summer Up-
ward Bound program for inner-
city students who show scholas-
tic ability but are not moti-
vated. He applied, was ac-
cepted, and received a Gilman
Fellowship to pay his tuition.

Despite his studying, TA-ing,
part-time teaching at Gilman
and personal running schedule,
Joe agreed to coach Hopkins'
sprinters when he was asked by
the assistant track coach, Tom
Kepple, last year. Joe planned
most of the workouts for his
squad of runners.
"Joe really got us moti-

vated," said sprinter and
hurdler Jim Cahill. "He was
unusual as a coach because he
ran with us rather than just tell
us what to do. And the funny
thing about it was that he usual-
ly beat us."
The reason Joe can compete

with the athletes he coaches is
that he keeps himself in com-
petitive shape. He is now in the
middle of a racing season and
he works out daily, usually on
Hopkins' synthetic track, which
he calls the"best outdoor track
in the city because it is so fast,"
except when foul weather forces
him to train on Towson's in-
door track.
Hard training paid off for

Joe at the Baltimore Club
Championship held at Essex
Community College on March
13. Joe anchored the winning

mile relay team and took first
place in the 60-yard high
hurdles (7.7 seconds), the
60-yard dash (6.5 seconds) and
the 440-yard run (5 'St).
Speaking as an edo‘:, ,or, Joe

feels that undergraduates at
Hopkins are not paid enough
attention because of the Uni-
versity's strong emphasis on
research and graduate pro-

confidence. Achievement in
one area can help to pull him
out of a slump in another."

Joe is not coaching this sea-
son because of the added de-
mand of having to write his
master's thesis about the Latin
American novel La Voragine.
Trevor Hall is taking over the
sprint reins under Head Coach
Nap Doherty.

...and on the track

grams. "Undergraduates
exposed to an academic
mosphere that tends to be
intense and does not allow

are
at-
too
for

the development of well-round-
ed students."
"When a student has many

interests, he can more easily
gain a sense of security and

After he receives his degree,
Joe plans to teach full time at
Gilman and remain in the
academic world. But he will
have a broadened perspective
which comes from the people
he met and the skills he
developed from non-academic
endeavors.

Odyssey '83 Presents

MARSHALL CRENSHAW
Rated Top New Artist by Rolling Stone Magazine

IN CONCERT 8:00 p.m. April 22

$7.00 FOR THREE MORE
DAYS ONLY

Tickets go to $8.50 on April 11

This price includes the $1 admission to
Friday Night Entertainment in Levering

Tickets on sale
AT UNION DESK

WED., APRIL 13

3 
STOOGES FILM 

"FESTIVAL

9:00-11:45

FREE ADMISSION

GREAT HALL, LEVERING

EER WILL BE SERVED

ID REQUIRED FOR BEER
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dies dispose of Salisbury_
tic women Split As Atkinson Stars In Goal
BY JEFF MARTIN

The women's lacrosse team
continued regular season play
this past week with games
against Salisbury State and
Franklin & Marshall. Splitting
these two matches, the squad
has displayed an improving, yet
still inconsistent style of play.

In what coach Anderson de- battle MAC rival and Division
scribed as a well-played game, III champion Franklin & Mar-
the teams were tied 5-5 at shall. Dinner at Wendy's might
halftime. The Blue Jays then have been the most enjoyable
domina!' )e second halt to part of the day as the varsity
seal th, ,:tory. Co-captain lost 18-6 and the junior varsity
Monique Muri and Janice Brill fell 20-3. Despite the lopsided
led the attack while Wendy score, Coach Anderson felt the
Atkinson and Mary Yun had varsity had a good showing.
fine games in goal. Co-captain They controlled the ball well

and created opportunities, but
could not convert the oppor-
tunities into goals.

1c1ion rrom last night's Ilaserford game.
The .1a on decisisel). 7-2 (deiails next week).

Salisbury State, a non-MAC Kim Stevens, a defensewoman,

school, invaded Homewood also scored a surprising three
Field last Thursday evening to
scrimmage the Lady Jays under
the lights. In the varsity event,
Hopkins came away with a
hard-earned 10-7 victory.
Coach Sally Anderson was im-
pressed that her women match-
ed up equally against the state
school.

goals.
The well-lit field was darken-

ed, however, when the junior
varsity lost 5-0. As the score in-
dicated and Coach Anderson
verified, the attack had difficul-
ty netting goals.
On Tuesday, the lady laxem

traveled to Lancaster, Pa., to

Co-captain Muri was again
outstanding on attack. She had
five goals, and Liz Evans had
the other. With nine saves in
the first half, goalie Wendy
Atkinson kept the score close.
The second hall' proved disas-
trous as the speedy and deer.
F&M squad wore Hopkins
down.

In the junior varsity game,
the Lady Jays played enthu-
siastically against a more ex-

perienced F&M squad. Amy
Comption, Stephanie Edgar
and Nina Michel all played well
on attack.

The squad squared-off
against Haverford yesterday.
On Saturday, the squad has an
away game at Western Mary-
land before coming back to
Homewood to face a very
strong Gettysburg team on
Tuesday.

Swimmers Take 4th In Nationals
BY KARI, RASKA

The Johns Hopkins men's
swim team concluded a suc-
cessful season with a fourth-
place finish at the Division III
National Championships held
in Canton, Ohio, from March
17 to 19. Kenyon College,
Clairemont Mudd College and
Williams College finished first,
second and third, respectively.
"The meet was the fastest

and strongest in Division III
National meet history," noted
Head Coach Tim Welsh. "Every
meet record was shattered, ex-
cept JHU's Tim Collin's 1650-
yard freestyle time. Our men
swam very fast at the Na-
tionals, so I'm very pleased
with the performance."
The men swam so well that

only four swims failed to
qualify as seasonal best times.

Bumbry Leads Orioles Past KC
BY BRIAN TISSUE

The Baltimore Orioles opened
their 1983 season Monday after-
noon, losing to the Kansas City
Royals 7-2 in front of a capac-
ity crowd of more than 51,000.
On Wednesday, the Birds turned
things around, routing the
Royals 11-1.
On Monday, starter Dennis.

Martinez took the loss for tilt
Birds, giving up six hits aric
four runs in six innings. Storm
Davis gave up three runs (two
unearned) in two innings, and
Tippy Martinez retired the side
in order in the ninth.
Three of the Kansas City

runs were unearned; Dan Ford
allowed a run to score in the
first inning when he dropped a
routine fly ball, and two runs
scored in the seventh after Cal
Ripkin Jr. fumbled a hard
grounder which would have
been the third .out.

Both Oriole runs were scored
by Dan Ford. In the first, he
and Ripkin teamed up with
back-to-back doubles. In the
sixth, Ford reached on an error
by the shortstop, was advanced
to second when Ripkin walked
and scored on a base hit by Ed-
die Murray.

Larry (Jura was the winner
for the Royals, scattering four
hits in seven innings and alloW-
ing only two runs, one unearn-
ed. Dan Quisenberry earned a
save by finishing the last two in-
nings giving up two hits. The
Royals offense was led by
George Brett, who doubled,
homered and scored three runs.
Willie Aikens and Jerry Martin
both hit solo home runs.
On Wednesday, Mike Flana-

gan was the winner allowing
seven hits and giving up the
lone K.C. run on a homer by
Hal McCrae in the second in-
nings. Tim Stoddard came in to
get the save, pitching the ninth
inning and allowing only one
hit.
Dennis Leonard, who took

the loss for the Royals, was
knocked out in the fifth inning.
Castro and Tufts also saw pitch-
ing duty, with the three pitchers
giving up a total of 11 runs on 14
hits. Offensively, the Orioles
were led by Al Bumbry, who
went two for three, scored four
runs and stole a base, and John
Lowenstein, who was three for
four with three RBI's. Also con-
tributing to the effort were Dan
Ford, Cal Ripkin Jr. and Rich
Dauer, who each went two for

five with one RBI.
Last night's game was rained

out and will be made up at a
lated date. The Orioles play a
seven inning exhibition game
against the Naval Academy to-
day at 2:30. The next regular
games will be Saturday and
Sunday in Cleveland. Boa
games will be televised beginnin!
at 2:00 p.m.

The depth of the meet was
such that in general a person
had to swim faster than the
sixth-place qualifier to finish
twelfth, and faster than the sec-
ond place qualifier to be sixth.
For example, the Blue Jays
800-yard freestyle relay team
swam seven seconds faster than
last year in the trials, but finish-
ed four places lower. In the
100-yard butterfly, the top six
finishers swain faster than the
top qualifier. "Clearly, it was
a very, very fast meet," con-
cluded Coach Welsh.

The Jays' only winning time
belonged to Mike Leonhardt.
He won the 1650-yard freestyle
in 16:04.54. Leonhardt also
finished second in the 500-yard
freestyle and third in the
200-yard freestyle.

Other outstanding indi‘idual
swims included Harvey Allen's
second-place and Wink Dyer's
seventh-place finishes in the
1(X)-yard breaststroke. In the
200-yard backstroke, Harvey
Allen took second while Wink
Dyer finished tenth. Dick
Johnson finished in a tie for
ninth place in the 200-yard
backstroke.
The 100-yard medley relay

team of Johnson, Allen, Steve
Segreto and Leonhardt placed
fifth. Allen, Leonhardt, Kevin
Anderson and Dave Bangs

brought the Jays seventh place
in the -400-yard relay. The
800-yard freestyle relay squad
of Anderson, Leonhardt, Bangs
and Tom Kristek placed
eleventh. Also, Bob Britanisky,
Bruce Cairns and Jim Cutrone
turned in strong performances.

Overall, the men's national
squad at least partially achiev-
ed each of its four seasonal
goals. First, the Jays wanted to
advance in position; which they
did from fifth in '82 to fourth
in '83.

Second, they swam their fast-
est times of the year at the Na-
tionals as planned. Third, they
wanted to place all three relays
in the top six. However, the
medley relay finished fifth
while the 800-yard and 400-
yard freestyle relays finished in
the top 12.

Finally, and perhaps most
importantly for the future, the
team sought to place new faces
in the finals. Freshman Wink
Dyer and sophomore Dick
Johnson pulled through. "But,"
Coach Welsh added, "we had
hoped for a couple more new
faces. Although the speed of
the men's meet had a great deal
to do with our disappointments
here, it also made the achieve-
ments even more significant."

Chow Places First For JHU Judo
The Johns Hopkins Judo

Club was well represented at
the twelfth annual Eastern Col-
legiate Judo Championships
held at the Naval Academy in
Annapolis on March 19. Due to
the beginning of Spring Break,
many club members were un-
able to participate in the tour-
nament and thus a five-man
team was not entered. Three
club members, however, did
compete in induvidual compe-
tition.

In the 172-pound class, John
Roback, competing in his first
tournament, fought an ex-
perienced black-belt from
Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege. In the first round, Roback
had his opponent in a strong
choke before it was broken up
by the referee for being over the
chin instead of against the neck.
John eventually lost to the
more experienced player.

In the same weight class;
Isacc Yoon, also an inexperi-

enced competitor, fought a
black belt from Miami-Dade.
After coming out strongly,
Yoon was defeated by his op-
ponent who went on to take
third in the division.

matches against black belts
from Miami-Dade and Slippery
Rock College. His champion-
ship match against a black belt
from St. Roeback's was con-
tested as a display of judo for

Ism. loon. Greg Chow and John ltohack

Club instructor Greg Chow
took first place in the 156-
pound division. After easily
defeating two inexperienced
players from Princeton and
Jumata, he won two harder

the Commandant of the Naval
Academy. At the end of the
five-minute match, Chow out-
scored his opponent to win the
I56-pound division champion-
ship.Tom Seaver is back!
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Harmon Grand Slam Gives Jays Victory Over Widener
BY JOHN BEVILACQUA

Following their split with
Swarthmore, the Johns Hop-
kins baseball team held an 8-4
record. While Coach Babb was
pleased with the overall defense

was that the Jays' bats seemed
to be coming alive. The Hop-
kins attack was led by desig-
nated hitter Bill Miller and cat-
cher Bobby Rodrigues. Rod-
rigues went two for four and
had a strong game behind the

"010404110411000110r,„:„%.7. "*"** •

Craig Brooks

and pitching, he was greatly
concerned with the Blue Jays'
lack of offense as the Jar
could muster only four hits fo,
both games.

After their game with George-
town was rained out, the BILK
Jays traveled to Catonsville,
Md., to face Division II rival
UMBC. The Jays came away
with a 6-3 victory behind the
six-hit complete game pitching
of freshman Mark Campbell.
The most encouraging part

plate. Miller also was two for
four including a home run and
four RBIs.

First Game
Hopkins 5, Widener 1 R H E
Widener 0 00 0 I 00 1 2 1
Hopkins 0 00 1 0 04 5 7 1

Second Game
Widener 9, Hopkins 3 R II E
Widener 3 5 I 0 0 00 98 2
Hopkins 0 0 0 0 1 20 36 2

Next the Jays faced con-
ference rival Widener in a
Saturday doubleheader at
liomewood. The first game
was a classic pitching duel be-
tween Hopkins' Steve Hand and
Widener's Phil D'Angelo

Hand, a senior, pitched an im-
pressive two-hitter, yielding
Widener's only run—a solo
home run in the fifth inning.
Through the first six innings

Hopkins also could manage on-
ly one run; this was provided by
a solo roundtripper by Randy
Greehan, his second home run
of the year.
The decisive blow was struck

in the bottom of the last inning.
First baseman Mark Campbell
led off with a triple. Widener

decided to walk the seventh and
eighth batters to set up a fore(
at the plate of a possible dou-
ble play. Their strategy was
foiled as shortstop Tom Har-
mon blasted the first pitch well
over the left-centerfield fence
for a grand slam and a 5-1
Hopkins triumph.

In the second game however,
Blue Jay pitching was pounded
for nine runs (eight earned),
and the batters returned to their
lethargic state as the Jays lost
9-3. Senior Dave Provost was
tagged with his first loss of the
season. He lasted only one in-
ning as the Jays evened their
MAC record at 2-2.

z- Tuesday the Blue Jays travel-
ed to York, Pa., to face York

cr College. York pounded Jay pit-
chers for 12 runs (eight earned),(e)

• on 17 hits, while Hopkins couldl?
muster only two runs on seven

ro hits. The Jays committed five
o errors as Geoff Bender picked E

up the loss, his second against c.)
one victory.
The defense has been the

mainstay for Hopkins this year
playing superbly until the York et,
game. The pitching, however,
has been inconsistent and the
hitting has been non-existent at
times.
Coach Babb feels that unless

the bats start to come alive, the
Jays will be hard pressed to win
many games. As it stands now
juniors Andy Lachance and
Bobby Rodrigues have been the
only consistent Jays. Aside

from playing errorless baseball,
Lachance is batting .370 and
leads the team in hits and RBIs.

Rodrigues is batting a solid
.300 with six bases on balls.

Also, freshman Scott Burns
has been hot of late, raising his

Mare Crowe

batting average to a respectable
.290.

In the MAC, the Jays are still
in the thick of things as all the
teams have two losses. "If we
sweep our next three MAC
doubleheaders—Haverford, Ur-
sinus and Washington Col-
lege," Coach Babb said, "we
should win the MAC outright."

—1983/84 Housing Lotte
3rd Contract Signing Session

Dormitory Social Lounge
Wednesday, April 13, 1983

6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

ALL IS NOT LOST!There are still spaces available in
University-Owned Housing. Students that entered the lottery

and have not yet secured housing for 1983/1984 who are still

interested in living in University-Owned Housing are invited

to attend this session. You may select any type of unit that

is available as long as the unit is available in the same stu-

dent classification (graduate or undergraduate). Students will

need to visit the Housing Office to sign up for this session

beginning Friday 4/8/83 thru Wednesday 4/13/83 between

the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. as these spaces will be

assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis. Students will be

called in the order that their names appear on the sign-up

sheet.

Immo 4enom immis 411.wm limmo 4mmo imme

All students who are interested in selecting a unit must ap-
pear at the contract signing session to sign a contract and
pay a $100.00 room holding deposit. If extreme circumstances
prevent a student from attending this session, he/she must
make arrangements to have a representative at the session
who can pay the fee along with a written statement of the stu-
dent's desire to accept the space.

A list of available spaces will be posted in the lobby of
Wolman Hall and in the Dormitory mail room.

All questions should be directed to the
Wolman Hall Housing Office, 338-7960.
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Coaching Made The Difference For N. C. State
BY MICHAEL KUDUK

Akeem "The Dream" Ola-
jiwon. Anyone who has ever
played basketball wishes that
they could do, in a lifetime,
what "The Dream" has done in
four years.
Clyde "The Glide" Drexler

has the ability to fly from one
place to another on the court
that few players possess. Larry
"Mr. Mean" Micheaus, the
freight train, is just another
dominant force on the forward
line. Michael "Unsung" Young.
Unsung because—with a for-
ward line of Olajiwon, Drexler
and Micheaus—who needs
guards?
These are the Hoimon Cou-

gars, the Phi Slamma lamma
frill boys that e% er one was
talking about. Such an aggre-
gate of talent has not been seen
since John Wooden's UCLA
teams took the floor over a
decade ago. Yet the team they
called professionals was beaten
by another team with 10 losses
and a former Hopkins coach,
North Carolina State, in the
NCAA championship game.

It will be surprising if an of
Houston's from line returns to
play college ball next year, as
pro scouts are drooling over the
incredible talent of Olajiwon,
Drexler and Micheal's.

Houston's two-point loss has
people scratching their heads:
how could tIns learn lose? Guy

- Lewis, Houston's coach. had

mentioned that it would he a

game of pace: Houston's run-
and-gun fast break versus N.C.
State's slow, deliberate offense.

Houston lost the game with
seven minutes left, when they
went into a spread offense. The
reason for doing this was sim-
ple: with a six-point lead, Lewis.
wanted to rest Olajiwon and
some of his other players. By
going into the spread, Ola-
jiwon's absence would not be
markedly felt by Houston.
However, this turned out to be
a dreadful mistake.

In the first half, N.C. State
controlled the tempo of the
game, playing deliberately,.and
setting up good shots. State was
having problems with Houston's
tight man-to-man defense
(especially Derrick Whitten-
berg, their shooting ace), hut as
long as the Cougars could not
get their first break going, the
did not score.

State was slow and cautious,
ne er initiating a last break
t hemsek es. The WOlfpaek'S 2-3

/one was keeping Micheaux
and Drexler at hay, and pre-
\ enting Olajiwon from going
wild. The result was a 33-25
lead for N.C. State at halftime.

"I-he second hall was an en-
tirely different matter. Houston
came out on fire, getting their
last break going. State could
not sink a shot or e\,km grab a
rebound. I louston appeared to
be blowing the Wolf pack out as

they did to Louis \ ilk onl. two
days before.
Then ;,ewis made his fatal

mistake—going to the spread—
exactly what Jim Valvano
wanted to see. Houston's per-
sonnel were geared toward thc
fast-break dunk style of basket-
ball, and they seemed to be ha‘-
ing trouble running the delay
game. State sat back, and when
Houston started missing, the
momentum shifted in the Wolf-
pack's direction.

Whit tenberu and Lowe began
to sink 20--fook.rs with ease,
plaNing their special! , the out
side shooting game. Houston
had lost its momentum, and by
going to the stall, the Cougars
lost their °MN ad‘antage—their
rebounding. State got more and
more rebounds and started hit-
ting their shots—and the M-
CA it able happened in then
‘ictory.

Quite frankly, (iti Lewis
lost this game for Houston by
using the spread II I—. best way
for Houston to run out the
clock is simply to run, and run
some more, lea‘ing their op-
position in the dust. Howe % er,
N.C. State's plaers must he
credited with outstanding per-
formances. Derick Whittenberg,
Sidney Lowe and Terry Gan-
non all hit key long shots in the
last five minutes of the game,
almost never missing. Cozen
McQueen pulled down 12 re-
bounds, and Thurl Raile

scored 15 points..fhe Wolfpack
played exceptionally smart
basketball. especially 'Ferry
Gannon.

V%Thile not ha‘ing an out
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standing game scoring-wise (3-4
from the field for seven points),
Gannon made two key plays
that turned the game around.
Late in the first half, Gannon
found himself. alone against
Clyde Drexler, who was on the
way to the hoop. l'erry planted
his feet, closed his eyes, and
drew the charge as Drexler ran
him over. It was Dresler's
fourth personal foul, and .11‘:
was not heard from again.

Late in the game, with State

trailing, Gannon fouled Michael
Young—an escepti,,nal play,
since Young put up a brick, one
of IOU missed free throws for
Young in that game. Houston
went a deplorable 10-19 from
the line—an ad\ antage which
State used to the fullest, follow-
ing the strategy of Jim Val-
vano. Many basketball fans do
not belioe that North Carolina
State has the hest players in the
countr, hut it is certain that
they ha‘ e the best coach.

THE WEEK IN SPORTS

Saturday, April 9
Lacrosse vs. North Carolina 2.00 p.m. (A)
Baseball DH vs. Ursinus 1.00 p.m. (H)
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Western Maryland 1.00 p.m. (A)

Golf vs. F&M and Western Maryland.... 1:00 p.m. (A)
Men's Tennis vs. Haverford 1.00 p.m. (A)
Men's Track at Messiah Invitational.... 11:30 a.m. (A)

Monday, April II
Baseball vs. Maryland 3.00 p.m. (A)

Tuesday. April 12
Baseball vs. Western Maryland 3.00 p.m. (A)
Golf vs. Widener and Gettysburg 1.00 p.m. (H)
Women's Lacrosse vs. Gettysburg 3.00 p.m. (H)
Men's Tennis vs. Western Maryland.... 3:00 p.m. (A)

Wednesday, April 13
Men's Track vs. UMBC at Towson .....:00 p.m. (A)

Thursday, April 14
Baseball vs. U. of Baltimore
Golf vs. Georgetown at Delaware
Women's Lacrosse vs. UMBC
Men's Tennis vs. Ursinus

3.00 p.m. (A)
12:30 p.m. (A)
4.00 p.m. (A)
3.00 p.m. (H)

Office of Ateff the Chaplain
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MONEY PYTHON LIVE AT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL

7-8:45-10:15 Fri. 4/8 & Sat. 4/9 Shriver Hall JHU

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWS by csa/wwf

411 t elaj

$2.50 General Admission

$1.50 Students &over 60
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JSA Bagel Bash will be held on Sun.
Apr. 10 from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in the Great
Hall. $2.50 for all the bagels, lox, cc you
can consume.

On Wed. Apr. 13 the JSA will hold a
general meeting at 7 p.m. in the KDH.
Topics include elections, Spring Fair.

Start spreadin' the news, I'm leavin' for

JSA Services on Fri. Apr. 8 at 6 p.m.
in the KDH, with dinner to follow. Sat.
morning services begin at 10 a.m.

The Holocaust Remembrance with

speaker and film will be held at 7 p.m.
in Remsen 101 on Sun Apr. 10.

The graduation list for May, 1983 is
posted outside the Office of Advising
and Counseling (122 Merryman Hall).
It is your responsibility to check that
your name and correct major are on
the list. If there is any discrepancy, let
us know immediately. Please do not
phone for this information.

An introductory meeting on Spiritual

Development and Meditation as taught

by Sunt Darshan Singh will be
presented on Sat. Apr. 16, 1 to 3 p.m.,
at the First Unitarian Church of

Baltimore, 514 Ni Charles. Free.
Vegetarian refreshments. Info:
461-9152 or 768-2360.

The JHU Russian Club will be having
a poetry reading Thu. Apr. 14 at 8 p.m.
in the Garrett Room (0-Level Library).

The Johns Hopkins Rowing Club will
row with George Mason University,
University of Baltimore and Loyola Col-
lege on Sun. Apr. 10 at 12:30 in the In-
ner Harbor. Come out and see the
Hopkins Crew!

Kitty Duke and two Goucher girls-see
what happens. "Once Upon A Mat-
tress." Tickets, T-shirts and buttons
now on sale at the Union Desk.

Campus Notes
There will be an important meeting of

the Model United Nations next Thu.
Apr. 14 at 7 p.m. in Levering Hall.
Room will be announced. We will be
discussing our plans for next year as
well as our booth for Spring Fair. New
members are welcome. If you cannot
attend this meeting please get in touch
with Steve Levine at 366-8610.

Come to the meeting of the Hopkins
Speech and Debate Team this Wed.
Apr. 13 at 7 in our office in Roger's
House (on Greenway). If you are in-

terested, but cannot attend get in touch

with Steve Levine at 366-8610. Elec-

tions. free food...

A few spaces remain on the JHU Alum-

ni Association bus to North Carolina

for tomorrow's lacrosse game. Bus
departs rear of Shriver Hall promptly at

5:30 a.m. Sat. morning; returns Sun.
afternoon. $15 each way-transporta-
tion ' only. Package deals, including
tickets, meals and accommodations,
available. Cali the Alumni Office
338-7963 after 2 p.m. Fri. or stand by
Sat. morning.

Applications are available for the
Mayor's Fellowship Program for next
semester. The program is a 6 credit
undergraduate course in urban studies
including a field work placement of at
least 12 hours per week as well as a

weekly seminar. Applications can be

obtained at Complex D of the Metro-
center in the basement of Shriver Hall.

For info call Bob Seidel x7169.

409 Gallery presents: Gail Marple
Morfesis, soprano, 1980181 Peabody-
Johns Hopkins alumna, in concert Apr.

10 at 5 p.m. with Reynaldo Reyes,
pianist, presenting a varied program in-
cluding songs of Franz Liszt, Greek
songs of Maurice Ravel, poems of Emi-
ly Dickinson, Aaron Copeland. At 409
Charles Street.

Dramatist Edward Albee will appear in
person at the JHU Book Center, Barnes
& Noble, lower level Gilman Hall, from
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Mon. Apr. 11 to
autograph his books. Complimentary
Cafe Amaretto will be served, courtesy
of General Foods. Free and open to the
public.

Writer and poet Jorge Luis Borges will
appear in person at the JHU Book
Center, Barnes & Noble, from 11 a.m.
to 12 p.m. on Mon. Apr. 18, to
autograph his books. Refreshments will
be served. Free and open to the public.

Alpha Chi Sigma Chemistry Fraternity
Pledge meeting Wed. Apr. 13, 7 p.m.,
Remsen 101. Anyone interested please
come or leave a not in Gilman Box 692.

The JHU Gospel Club has rehearsals
every Sunday and Wednesday from 6
to 8 p.m. New members are welcomed.

Found-Gold necklace pendant on
Freshman quad, Wed. Call Irene at
WJHU, 338-8400.

The Young Democrats and the ISF
present the PBS debate: "Should Our
Foreign Policy Include Covert Action by
the CIA?" Witnesses for and against in-
clude: William Colby (former director
CIA), Tom Braden (Columnist L.A.
Times), Morton Halperin (Director of
Center for National Security Studies).
Tue. Apr. 12, 6 p.m. A/V Room, MSE

The Johns Hopkins Chinese Students
Association presents China Week:Fri.
and Sat. Apr. 8,9-Bruce Lee film, Enter

the Dragon. Shriver Hall, midnight.

$1.50 w/ID, $2.50 general. Thu. Apr.
14-John D. Rabinovitch's Shanghai

Shadows. Shaffer 3, 6-8 p.m., free. Sun.

Apr. 17-Symposium: "An Introduction

to Chinese Civilization." Garrett Room,
MSE Library, 11 a.m-4 p.m., free. Also
general CSA meeting, Sun. Apr. 10, 8
p.m., Little Theatre.

Produced by Roger Waters, James Guthrie and Michael Kamen

*Columbia:I are trademarks of CBS Inc. <01983 CBS Inc.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR

FAVORITE RECORD STORE

Can't make it to N. Carolina? Hear all
the lacrosse action on WJHU 88.1 FM.
You say you can't pick us up in your
neighborhood? Well then, stop by the
Great Hall in Levering and listen to the
game at the WJHU Listener Party.
Refreshments available. The pre-game
show begins at 12:30. That's this Satur-
day, Apr. 9.

Michael Hedges will be appearing with
his band on Sun. Apr. 17 at 7 p.m. in
Shriver Hall. Tickets are $6.50 and
$5.50 with student ID. Sponsored by
the Chaplain's Office-For into contact
Chaplain's Office at 338-8188. Tickets
are available at Union Desk, Levering
Hall, JHU.

If you need any information regarding
the Undergraduate Academic Ethics
Board, please contact Box 1350.

All juniors who plan to apply to Law
School come to a meeting to discuss
law school application procedures, the
LSAT test and other pertinent questions
with Dr. Julie Jeffrey, the Pre-Law ad-
viser. Attent the meeting on Tue. Apr.
12 at 2 p.m. in Gilman 10. If unable to
attend, contact the Office of Advising
and Counseling to arrange an appoint-
ment with Dr. Jeffrey.

BA/MA Program in Writing About
Science-Any undergraduate in-
terested in such a program should con-
tact Horace Freeland Judson (x7714)
or drop a note in his box in the Writing
Seminars Office (Gilman 136).

Reproductive Rights Alliance meeting,
Sun. Apr. 10, 7:30, back room Grad
Club.

Student Council Committee on Career
Advising presents a forum on profes-
on Tue Apr. 12. at 4 p.m in the Glass
Pavilion The speakers include a repre
\riser. Attend the meeting on Tue. Apr.
Morfesis. soprano. 1980-81 Peabody-

The Student Council Committee on
Career Advising will present a forum on
professionals in business and finance
on Tue. Apr. 12, at 4 p.m. in the glass
pavilion. The speakers include a repre-
sentative from Alex, Brown and Co.

The Lester P. Kuhn Memorial Lecture
presents Dr. Bowen Liu of the IBM
Research Center, San Jose, Calif.,
speaking on "Quantum Chemistry in
the Eighties: Application to Van der
Waal's molecules, Alkyl Radicals and
the Norbornyl Cation." Tue. Apr. 12,
Remsen 221. 4 p.m. Tea; 4:15 lecture.

Dr. J. Salaun, of Laboratoire des Car-
bocycles, Universite de Paris, will speak
on "Cyclopropanols for Strategic Four
and Five Ring Annulations." Mon Apr.
11, Remsen 221. 4 p.m. Tea; 4:15
seminar.

Are you interested in learning more
about financial aid? Just tune in to
WJHU Fn. Apr. 8 at 6:30 and hear
Susan Broadbent, director of Financial
Aid, discuss several financial aid issues
with Jon Lana, chairman of the Student
Life Committee

Hopkins keyring with Honda car key
and other keys lost vicinity
Gilman/Levering Hall. If found please
call 338-8225 or 661-5664.

Ii

QUIZ RESULTS

Frankie S. would be proud.
Maria Palmisano, a nice
Italian girl from Jersey, won
our April Fool's Metuchen
Madness. Maria, come down
to the Gatehouse by 5:00 p.m.
next Wednesday and take it
all.

For those who need to

know, here are the answers: 1)
$1.40; 2) a-Jersey City, b-
Dept ford, c-Beach Haven; 3)
Mike Landon; 4) Caldwell; 5)
Hoboken; 6) Long Branch; 7)
Mendham; 8) Celentano Bros.;
9) Madame Marie; 10) George
Washington, Bayonne, Outer-
bridge Crossing, Goethals; 11)
it's a mall; 12) a-F, b-T, 

CLASSIFIEDS
EDITOR/TYPIST. Experienced pro-
fessional specializing in preparation
of manuscripts, papers. artiGles.
reports 653-3669.

MOVING???Immediate Cash for
paintings, porcelain, art glass,
clocks, bronzes, silver. jewelry.
ivory, oriental rugs. furniture. linens.
etc. one item or entire household
Strauss Antiques 837-9422.

Spanish by native teachers All
levels, 9 a.m to 8 p.m. -685-8383,
625-0238

TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE
Experienced, responsible person.
Reasonable Rates Term papers,
Resumes. Correspondence and
other typing needs Call Diane at
825-0442 or 821-0270.

SUMMER JOBS/ACTIVIST
A national alliance of labor, senior,
and public interest groups fighting
Reagan and Big Oil has summer
and career openings on its
outreach and fundraising staff.
Training/travel and salaried posi-
tions available. Citizen/Labor
Energy Coalitipn 235-5588.

Michael M. Berlin
Attorney At Law
JHU Class of '75

Familiar with the problems o
students, faculty and employees
516 N. Charles St., Suite 311

Telephone 625-0799

Haircut. Shampoo. and Condition-
ing. $10 00 for men, women, and
children WITH THIS COUPON.
Pamper Yourself Salon, The Carly
Apts., 500 W University Pkwy.
889-2859

EDITOR/TYPIST. Experienced pro-
fessional specializing in preparation
of manuscripts. papers. articles.
reports 653-3669.

"NUCLEAR WAR MANUAL FOR
DOGS" Straight talk from street wise
cdnine, recommended for Hopkins
students. Illustrated, completely
non-technical. $2.25 at JHU
Bookcenter, Book Fair, 31st Street
Bookstore.

Medical School
Tampko, Mack°
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